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TAE CHIEF J.USTCE: No. 847, Nicholas deB. Katsenbach '

as Attorney General of the United States, and the United States,

Appellants, vs. John P. M organ and Christine Morgan, et al.

THE CLERK(: Consolidated w ith the next case, Mr. Chief

Justice.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: Yes, consolidated with 877, New York

City 3oard of Elections, etc., Appellant, vs. John P. M organ and

Christine Morgan.

THE& CLiERK(: Counsel are present.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: Mr. Solicitor General,

ARGUiMENT ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES OAF AMERICA

BY THURGOOD MARSHALL, SOLICITOR GENERALJ

MR. MARSHALL: May it please the Court, this case in-.

volves the constitutionality of Section 4(e) of the Voting Rights

Aet of 1965, which as here applied allows otherwise qualified

Puerto Rican residents of New York who are literate in Spanish to

vote, although they cannot read and write English, as required by

the laws of the State of New York.

The appellees here are English-speaking voters of New

York City, and they have challenged this statute as unconstitution-

ally diluting their votes and sought an injunction against the

Attorney Geieral of the United-States and against the City Board of

Elections, which was complying with the Federal Law. The Attorney

General of New York appeared to defend the state law.

_ o/h



A three-judge court was convened in the United 8t

District Court for District of Columbia and, after consideation,

held Section 4(e) unconstitutional and enjoined its ento mention

a two-to-one decision, with District Judge Hoitoff holding the

statute unconstitutional and Circuit Judge McGowen dissenting from

the opinion, and the City Board of Elections, the Attorney General

and the United States Government are here on direct appeal.

First, I would like to cover some of the background of

this legislation and in doing so we must realize that 4(e) cannot

be judged in the abstract the historical and factual back-

ground against which it was enacted is, in our view, of paramount

importance and highly relevant.

We view the statute only as it bears on American citizens

now residing on the Tainland who are educated in Spanish language

schools in Puerto Rico, That is the only question presented by

this case, and it is, as a practical matter, probably the only

application of Secton 4(e) that will ever arise.

We first rely on Article 4, Section 3 of our Constitution,

which provides, "That Congress shall have power to make all needful

rules and regulations respecting the territory belonging to the

United States." And the Treaty of Parir in 1898, by which Puerto

Rico wasw ceded to the United States, provides specifically that the

civil rights and political status of the native in1habitants of

Puerto Rico shal. be determined by Congress. And this was imp**
rented over and over again by granting citizenship in .9lY

A



residents ok th ~ttrr$ Wy
4 t

The question h ere is whether Congres is now powerLesa a

effectuate its policy with respect to Puerto Ricans who moved to

the Mainland, by providing a shield against state laws which diso-

qualify them from voting.

In getting to this, I would emphasize two poitits.

The fact that Spanish is today and has for several decades

been the language of instruction in Puerto Rican schools is ulti-

mately directly aributable to the Congress of the United States

which, while it had direct control of the educational policy of

Puerto RicQ did make a slight effort to impose English as the pre"-

dominant language, but abandoned that effort, and with the knowledge

of the consequences gave the control. to Xocal. elected officials,

knowing futl well that those officials would continue to use

Spanish as the language in the schools.

In 1952, the agreement was made, and so as of that date

on, there was no question that Congress deliberately set upon the

path of having Spanish to be the language spoken in the Puerto

ican schools.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: Generail, about what time did the

Congress first recognize that the right of Puerto Rico to conduct

schools in Spanish? Was that before their constitution or at the

time of their constitution?

MLR MARSHALL: It was when we had charge of it, bak $

the Jones Act. M k :
-. - .. .. .,. _ .ff !' 'h.f -1, ;i ~ ,. l, t.' du{g A +{ ~k -t "~



p CHIEP dU1STICUs Yes

MR. MARSHAL: We tried to get them to put in ngiih am r

- I 3%

the predominant language, ancd the reports came back -- _ don' t

remember the exact date -- but the reports came back that -- this

ended in 1946 -- but the reports came back 'that it was not working,

you could not establish a bilingual school system, because the

large percentage of the community, the home, and everything, a poke

Spaninhr and the only time the youngsters spoke English was in, y
kiri

school. And so they just abandoned it. They did make, some peoie

say, a half-hearted attempt, but an a ttempt was made. And in

1946 it was just abandoned completely.

Finally, in 1952, we get to the point of the absolute

freedom. The tact that we had control of this policy, and the

fact that we know exactly what we were doing, and in addition,

encouraged the Puerto Ricans to come over to the Mainland, was the

responsibility that Congress recognized in considering whether or

not it would adopt 4(e). And the fact that Puerto Ricans have

come to the lainlahd, particularly to New York City and nearby

areas, in large numbers r is likewise attributable to Congress --

they having been charged by the Treaty of (decession with termina-

tion of the civil and =political rights of the people in Puerto

Rico, granted them their citizenship as far back as 1917. After .

that, this is when they encouraged them to come to the Mainland,

Thea upshot is that Congress, largely responsible for the

present predicament' of Puerto Ricana res id±i*r in the state whoQ



are educated arm othezwiae qualified to vote, but who a

the voice in the political procea solely because they do uot feed

and write English.

It was therefore quite natural that Congress should feel

a moral obligation to remedy a problem of: its own making when the

affected states declined to solve it themselves. And in New York,

refused to -- even though civil bills were introduced An #the last

few years.

The legislative history, I submit, is clear that Congresa

acted in this exact spirit.

Now, the effect of the legislation is simply this.

Section 4(e) does not override the state literacy laws,

even for Puerto Rlicans -- insofar as the States choose to limit

their electorate to those who demonstrate by education or achieve-

ment the requisite intelligence and knowledge to participate in

the electorate process, Section 4(e) respects that.

In a moment we will take up the one arguable objection

that because persons cannot read and write cannot keep abreast of

what is going on. Indeed, Section 4(e) poses no serious adminia-

trative problems. This is particularly true in New York State.

This law, 4(e), was tailored to the law of New York, which

was the most directly affected' State.

No Spanish literacy test is required to be amdiniste ,

in New York. New York doesn it have to work out a test og

The Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans are permitted to t



pp literacy, oniy y 4emopskathng tats they baeve

grade, which is the same grade, inAidentalLy, in #ng l*A, 1 4

State of New York.

Now, Section 4(e) has an appxeciabile pactt in some

parts of four other states -- three oat) states -- Caliirfnia,

Connecticut, and Massachuetts. And there it does not produce any

uninfoiied voters, although 10 a tates have some kind of Englianh

literacy qualification for v&ding, only the four named have a

Puerto Rican population exceeding 5,000.

When there is a substantial spanish-speaking Puerto Rican

population, there also is, as one would expect, Spanish newspapers

and radio and television programs to inforn that group.

For example, in New York, there are three all-Spanish

. newspapers, There are three all-Spanish radio stations. There

are, indeed, Spanish-speaking television programs, and although it

is not directly involved in this, we show that in Calaifornia there

is one who1l3r Spanish daily newspaper, two other part-Spanish week-

lies, 16 radio stations with some Spanish programs, including

five wholly devoted to Spanish.

The political, candidates, in advertisements appearing in

the record, show that they have not had any difficulty ii gttng

their stories over to Spanish-speaking people, either .i New Yok

or Connecticut or, indeed, in Texas and California,.

Thus, as I see it, section 4(e) Wanks o54.y 9z5 ti,9

impingement on state voting quiat o ja ttco
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literate person would read it in Spanish and if he decided that

was in favor of proposal No. 1, he would pull the lever down "y

on one, because one is the same in Spanish as it is in English

the figure one.

JUSTICE WHITE: So you wouldn't think that if you are

right in this case, that New York would have to have the baitot

he

es"

-- r

of federal power riding roughshod over iocal iaws, 'but rather a

careful *n3 reasonable accoemnodation that respects in every pos-

sible way legitimate local preferencese

JUSTICE 14HITE: Mr. Solicitor General, by the same token,

would the ballot have to be in both languages?

MR. MARSHALb: No, sir. The ballots would be in the same

language. The ballots would be in Eng lish. There is nothing

changed in the ballot at all.

JUSTICE WHITE: Even though the people who choose the

English ballot, cannot read it?

MR. MARSHALL: They can read them.

JUSTICE WHITE: How about the Constitution Amendments?

MR. MARSHlALL . Well, the Constitution Amendments are only

brief -- the wh ole amendment --

JUSTICE WHITE: They are brief r all right, but if people

can read those they could pass an English literacy test.

MR. MARSHALS : Well, the point, Mr. Jus tice White, is that

the informed voter reads the Constitution Amendment some place out-

side of the booth before he goes in it. And the Spanish-speaking



'' f _-).

MR. MARSHALL: I don' t knw oft any place whtze thty hav <

dual ballot systems today. Por example, in Puerz RIic#, they

dontt. ,

JUSTICE WHITE: How about in New Mexico, Mr. Solicitor

GeneraL?

MR. MARShALL: I don't know, sir. Butt I don't think it

is necessary. The whole question of the intelligent voter ie the

study he makes before he goes into the polling booth. And he has

access to the Spanish-speaktnq newspapers. And they wili do the

same thing as the Englisha-spe king newspapers -- they will print --

JUSTICE WHITE: U suppose if there had to be Spanish-

printed ballots, it would really mean paper ballots, not machine-

voting?

MR. MARSALL: Well, it appears to me that Congress was

very hesitant of putting any burden on the State that would require

the State to do something more for the Spanish-speaking citizen,

than for the English-speaking citizen. And .t, is up to the

Spanish-speaking citizen to get his information from, the Spanish-

speaking sources and the affidavits all show in the record that the

areas where they have large Spanish-speeking popuiat ion, the candi-

dates find a way of getting their. informat ior ever, by putting thea--

advertisements, et cetera -- in the newspapers.

So I think as of today. - I don t jna* a

but as of today, the Spanish-apeaking _Qiti..A ,



informed or advised as the English. They rely on their nespapers,

I imagine, and they rely on their radio and television stations,

just like so many other voters do.

On the question of the power of Ctongress, in the absence

of prohibitive federal legislation, it is of course clear that the

States may condition the right to vote upon reasonable Literacy

tests if they do not discriminate against the class.

On the other hand, it is e ually weli settled that States

do not have an absolute prerogative to regulate the franchise as

they see fit. Their right to fix voting qualifications is subject

to Constitutional limitations. Thze would be no question about it

now when we look at Carring.on vs. Rash, Louisiana State, Harper

against Virginia, and more recently, South Carolina vs. Katzenbach.

The only question is whether, assuming New Yorkcs rule

is otherwise constitutional, Congress nevertheless has power to

qualify it in the prevailing circumstances of people that have

come from Puerto Rico.

We find such power in both of the provisions. One, the

territorial clause I mentioned awhile ago, and, two, Section 5 of

the 14th Amendment. And we believe that the two should not be

considered separately, but we would prefer to view them as comple-

mentary, one to the other.

There is no question that Puerta Rico was a territory in

the full sense until at Least 1952, and during that time, as this

Court has said, the power of Congress is as broad as possible,



indeed, it was plenary -- I don't care whether you use the word,

"broad" or "plenary' or not, but it certainly was flil - and during

that half of the century it was done pursuant to the territorial

clause, including the establishment of the Spanish Educational

Policy -- Congress gave them the grant of cit izenship and, finally,

the grant of commionwealth status.

Accordingly, it seems wholly appropriate now to invoke

the same powers, the saame powers of Congress, to " carry out a poLicy

in that they can, in the old territorial days of Puerto Rico, by

granting Puerto Ricans the immunity from discrimination from voting

on account of their language. And that resolving the modern

problem affecting sthe State laws in a modest way is no absolute

obstacle. In this, respect, it seems to us that the territorial

powf r, like the power to implement treaty oblii ations,which clearly

may override contrary State laws.

Nor is it a sound ob-jection that Puerto Rico is today a

Commtonweal.th -.- certainly, it is a Comrmowealth, the Court need

not resolve the exact status of Puerto Rico vs. Commonwealth statusw.

F'or present purposes, it is enough that Puerto tico is

not an independent nation, and that Section 4(e) does not in the

least impinge on Puerto Rico's right to self-government.

Surely, the aubsisting force of the territorial clause

with respect to Puerto Rico is sufficient to atuthorise this winding

up of the Puerto Rico pcablem on the Mianind.

And nou, on .Setioa 5 ofts *4th st -- g I -.
t .y
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pp emphasize -- we appreciate consideration of the two powers together

-- we 'think that under Section 5 of the 14th Am endment, Congress

certainly had the power to pass 4(e). And we point out in quite

detail in our brief the legislative history of the 14th Ainendment,

the early post-civil war legislation o f Congrees, and the decisions

of this Court all indicate that Congress, has power, sometimes a

duty, to determine the contents of equal protection, and that courts

are bound to respect such determinations, within proper limits, even

if independently they could not invalicate the inconsistent state

laws.

We submit this is a peculiarly appropriate application of

that principle.

HereCongress is effectuating is policy and correcting

a situation of its own creation. Here, Congress is protecting its

former wards towards whom it has special :esponsibilities. Here,

Congress is dealing with the subject matter, the eLectoral process,

which is ce. rtainly clearly within its arena of special conpotence.

W' submit that Judge McGowen 'a dissenting blow, in the

three-judge court in the companion Monroe County case through Judge

auffman were correctM The constitutiortai challenge to 4(e) of the

Voting Rights Act of 1965 must be re jected. The ma jority opinion

blow and, indeed, the appellees in this Court, insist that the

Lanssiter case again, and 2 found the word, "Bngiish" in one 1pot,

and that was in a footnote quoting the statutes Thee is hao

question in Lass iter abouh whetl or not tlw e4 qo 5*



case could speak English. Zt is assumed that if the petitioner

was born and raised ir No rth brolina, that has a comppleory

educational system, that be could speak English.

The Lassiter case merely passed on the question of a

literacy test. And in Nlew York, New York still has the same pro-

tection on literacyr with or without 4(e) .

If the person is born and raised in Puerto Rico, in

order to vote, that person must be as literate as the English-

speaking applicant. Both have to show at least a sixth grade

certificate in a recognized schoo., one being Spanish and the

other being English.

I believe, further, as Judge (auffman said in the. Monroe

County case, that Congress set out to el.iminate all vestiges of

discrimination in the voting process. Congress dealt appropriately

with the problem in the South, insofar as the Negro was concerned.

And once advised of the problem in New York, Congress sought to

complete the job and make certain that people who were citizens of

the United States, and who were brought up in Spanish-speaking

areas, on the territory of the United States that they in turn

should not be discriminated against solely because of the :act -that

they could not speak and write and understand English, as such.

If I could save time for rebuttal.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE. You tray.

General Rankin.
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ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE NEW YCRK CITY BOARD) OF ELECTICtS,

APPELLAiT, BY J. LEE RANKIN, ES(IUIRE, 'CORPORATION COUNSEL

MR. 4ANKIN: Mr. Chief Justice, may it please the Court,

I will seek to .try to avoid any repetition of the argument of the

Solicitor General. But I would like to indicate to you the great

interest of the City of New York in upholding this action of the

Congress of the United States in 4(e).

We are dealing in this case with the power of Congress to

act. That is the question, subject to inquiry.

We find ample power for Section 4(e) in the territorial

clause alone. We find ample poer for Congress to act in Section

5 of the 14th Amendment alone.

We find ample power in combination of those two provi-

sions of our Constitution.

We also find power in the United Nations Charter, Article

55, and the adherence of the United States to that treaty,

In examining this question, we think that the Court

should turn to try to determine what Congress'was doing -- whether

it had the power -- not whether it was justified in the act that

it undertook. The wisdom, the soundness of the judgment in paying

4(e) is not a subject that this Court wi i examine.

JUSTICE HARLAN: Does the l.egilative history indicate

what Congress ought to exercise in pasinef this section ?

MR. RhN;KN It abe.s to #e, ME. ougt* Mag t. ,th

Congress was relying upon 8#etipn '5 am rnin '



JUSTICE HARLAN: Rather than the powers of the terri-

tories?

MR. RANKI: Yes, Mr. Justice.

THE CHIEF? JUSTICE: We have so stated?

MR. RANKIN: Yes, Mr. Chief Justice.

However, I don t think that this Court, if it found that

that particular clause of the Constitution did not sustain the Act,

would stop there, under its decisions. It would also look to the

entire framework of the Constitution to find if Congress had the

power any place within that framework to pass this law as a part of

its legislative function.

So the question is what Congress was doing within its

powers, And I think that under the holdings of this Court, the

Congress has and this court has recognized -- a peculiar power

to try to ascertain the ex tent of the facts and the responsibilities

that it should exercise in the legislative processes. And turning

to that, we should examine the problems that this country had that

Puerto Rico had, that New York and New Yorlk City had, in connection

with this particular matter. Those were the things that Congress

was addressing itself to.,

First, Puerto Rico, as a territory, was a ward of this

country. This Court has recognized, as has the Congress and the

Executive of this Government, that there is a peculiar responsibil-

ity to such wards.

The United States tried, with considerable Ceare, to
:

X i L y#



develop a system of education that would incorporate the English

language as a basic tool of communication for these people. And it

found that it would not work. , It found, in fact,. that it was

interfering with the ability of these people to earn. And it was

only after repeated attempts of that kind that Congress, the

Congress of the United States, recognized its failure and decided

that the primary consideration for these 'people was to aid them in

the learning that was necessary to be god citizens of Puerto Rico

and, later, of the Connonwealth, in the development of this area of

our country.

And, therefore, proceeding upon the knowedge that

Conejress had and the knowledge that it gained from the experience

that it went through it, finally, in 194G abandoned all efforts to

tr y to make these people learn English are the basic tool of commun-

ication and learning -- and that was a Congressional act -- care-

fully undertaken in the light of very difficult experience and

knowledge of failure.

Now, it appears to us that Congress recognized a respon-

sibility in passing 4(e) in light of this experience in the history

of the country.

JUSTICE STEWART: Was that a change of policy 14th

to the language a resolution of Congress an dAct o 091 eeC o

something decided at th e administrative levet?

Z4R 4 -NJCZ3: It sesto methat i

the abandonment of the eo s 4 t



the person in charge of education in Puerto Rico would be. And w

had under the supervision of the United States, tried to have that

appointment made by the Executive, and the English language taught

over a considerable term, .I think from 1916 -- and as I recall, we

even got to the place where a Commissioner of Education gave up and

resigned because of the complete failure of the program. We found

that we could not evens get people to hold the office, to try to

teach these people and develop an adequate learning system, an

educational program if we tried to force English upon them. And I

assume -- although I cannot document this -- that they had to deal

with everything around them in their life that was denominated, had

Spanish names, Spanish experience Spanish cultures, and tried to

convert that -- and we all know the process of translation back and

forth is a difficult one for all of us, from one language to an-

other.

If you can think in the language, and if you can become

skilled enough, even in a foreign language, to think in it, the

process of learning is tmuch easier.

JUSTICE STEWARTC: I understand the problem. It jiu .an

interesting chronicle. But I was wondering where we can lia r ----

who made that change of policy in 1946? Vas it our Cong°

it our Executive, or was it made in Puerto Rico itbh a' _

escence? Where can we find that, either in the 204oxd o$}

the briefs?

MR . RANKIN: 2 think the ovtrn $'eIabe
_. ~ ~ -A .. 1 -'f r . ~ N 4 , '., , ,8 tfS . . t .



describes on page (0 the difficulties that the Congress had with N

the whole subject, and finally concluded that it should abandon

the efforts to try to teach these people in English, and allowed

them to go back to the Spanish and the Spanish culture as their

basic tools.

Then, of course, in 1917, with the Jones Act, the Congress

had provided for these people to have citizenship and to be per-

mitted to enter the Unaited States like any other citizen And it

is true that it was after this time that the great influx of

Puerto Ricans came into New York, particularly in New York City.

I think there were 7,000 or 8,000 in an earlier period and later

there came some 700,000 or 800,000.

I want to stop for a moment with the Cozurt and make it

plain, the problem is not that large. The problem is something

like 4146, who registered under Section 4(e) in this particular

matter and is now involved. It probably is a little larger than

that because there is a possibility that others who could register,

did not, as is always the case. I think that actually, An regard

to Mr. Justice White's question, the treatment of Spaniah-speaking

people within the New York area is one factor that CoIgtes@ *ea e4

to he well aware of in connection with the legslatin e i4

be recognized, I think, in the examinat gon of the a st fr

Court.

The Spanish language psper ms na *

of all political ma



of the happenings of political action in the titew York area, and thet

do. They also cover all of the wire services, they translate them

into Spanish, they set out the various provisions of speeches and

Constitutional ,Amendments -- any other particular political actiELin

in Spanish -- denominated them so that the Spanish-speaking people.

can find them on the ballot, and there is no question aVout these

people being able to make an intelligent use of the ballot, even

though they are Spanish-speaking.

Therefore, I think that that factor is one that is imr-

portant for this Court to consider in examining whether or not

Congress had the power, and in exercising that power, whether it

exercised it within the limits of what Congress may do in cons ider

ing whether such legislat ion is proper to preserve the franchise

for this substantial group of people who have been and are the

wards of this country in their living within New York City.

Now, as I read Lassiter, this Court did not say that the

States could pass any kind of limiting legislation upon the

franchise as far as qualifications of voters is concerned. Thin

Court was addressing itself, as I see Lassiter, to the bas,ic

problem of whether or not the voter opuld exercise an intelligent

use of the ballot, and this Court has addressed itUse

last iyw years, to many problems in that id.

But i' it had not reached that poip%

tainly have reached 'the point 4ody tw Y

of the greatest rights any Ati o t



the right to vote, to participate in a genuine, a full and complete

vote on matters, issues, and persons in the electoral process.

So, in light of that, and the loss that it presents, I

think that Lassiter can only be read with the idea- and the concept

that this Court was searching to find whether or not the, States

were infringing by the qualifications they imposed.

JUSTICE STEWART: As you said at the very outset of your

argument, General Rfankin, the question here is -- the issue in

this case is the power of Congress, the power of Congress to pass

a specific piece of legislation. Quite a different issue from the

one we had before us in the Lassiter case, isn't it?

R RAiNI(IN: Yes, Mor. Justice. But I think it has this

factor -- that of whether or not this Court was recognizing that

the States had an unlimited power to impose qualifications upon

the rights co vote.

JUSTICE STEWART: We all know it is not unimited.

But, even assuming that the States did have an uniimited

power, in the absence of an act of Congress, we have an act of

Congress which obviously is in conflict with the New York Statute.

And the question is, the pawer of Congres under the Canstitution,

which is quite a separate and distinct and different geestpi$ a

the question before us in the Ltasiter CaSt, as Ba, iu ;

outset of your argument. "ZA 't tbtt t 1r

ti a waR. rAi N = .es-

thin I wa trin $o



p the Congress from taking this action. And I assume that, that would

be complete.

Then, it is a question of whether or not Congress had the

power to take this action under the provisions of the Constitution.

And we find that, as I said, in the territoria. clause, and in

Section 5, Article 14.

Now, I think that Section 5, Article 14, this Court has

recognized, Congress has a peculiar right and opportunity to assess

it -- whether or not the provis ions of the 14th Amendment are being

infringed upon.

JUSTICE HARLAN: Were there any findings by the Congress

with res pect to the sections such as there were with respect to

voting in the South, that New York had used this law to discrimin-

ate agaist Puerto Ricans?

MtR. RANKIN: NOf Mr. Justice, not that I recall.

JUSTICE HARLAN: What, in effect, Congress said was that

wev , Congress, amad this, the exercise of Section 5 powers -- we

regard this a :a denial of equal protection.

MRW. RANICIN: Yes, Mr. Justice. And I think that they

carefully examined. --

JUSTICE HARLAN: The question ultimately, could not

Congress say that?

MR. RAIKI : There is no question in my mind tht 4h t

ultimate question of whether Congress, in rsaying tts,

ciasing properly or withftn the range of its ua i"
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pp authority wnder the Constitution, is binding for this Court do

determine. I am trying to deal with the standards this Court

would apply. And it would sem to+ me that in applying those

standards, the Court would inquire -- well, did Congress just

literally take this action or did it examine the various factors

that would be involved? And one of the factor>, it seems to me

that the Congress did extamine carefully, was whether or not there

could be an intelligent exercise over the function of the electoral

under, or by,, the Spanish-speaking citizen, under the law, as it

was being passed in 4(e) . And whether that person, despite the

fact that he was Spanish-speaking, could be., under the circumstances

that Congress reviewedand knew existed in New York -- could be an

intelligent voter in the process, ah~d theref ore should have some

action because of that and, also, because of the loss of the exper-

ience of the Uni ted States in connection wiith Puerto Rico over the

years,. and the further fact that we were :responsibLe in a sub-

stantiai measure for the fact that these people found themselves

in the position they were in about their educational process con-

cerning the Spanish language. And, in light of all those. things,

whether or not Congress, in deciding under Sectico 5 tha~ tMi

Law should be passed to implement and o*arry ougit a r *i~~ t~

the 14th Amendment~

JUSTICE N 'The .- g'

any way, wder the Constutii4 n



It seems to me that is the basio test. And Congress,

having taken that action, and in light of all the ci oulastances, #t

seems to me, then, the Court addresses itself -- is there any way

that we can find under the whole Constitution, under this brovisione

that Congress was in fact justified, or if it wasn't justified --

perhaps justified is not a proper measure -- could Congress under

the Constitution make a determination that this was a proper

exercise of Section 5 power to implement the 1.4th Amendment under
8i

equal protection. And if there is any way that this Court can

find that Congress had such a power - even though this Court would

decide, "We certainly would t do that, we would say that everyone

in the United States before he can vote1 , has to be able to speak

English. " That is not the test.

1 JUSTICE FORTAXS: Suppose Puerto Rico were a federated

State of the Union and everything else remained the same, that i,

say, the principle language and structure for some reason was

Spanish. And Congress passed 4(e) for the purpose of making sure

that there was perhaps no discrimination against citizens of that

federated State of the Union who might move to NTew York and satisfy

the res iden.:.e requirements there. What would your view be of the

Constitutional result?

MR. RANKIN: I think if you asume the history that

Congress was dealing with here, that there ax14 be nopt& .t

its power to pass 4(e) in regard to Pu erto Rtoican o

of an independent -- or members of a State * At m i,



could certainly take that action to provide adequately -- asoum'iing

the standard is, what are the qualifications that cant be imposed

upon a voter.

JUSTICE FORTAS: Is it your argument that the Coneti-

tutionality of 4(e) is less because Puerto Rico ise a Commonwealth,

that is to say, if Pue. " Rico were a federated State .of the Union,

if Puerto Rico were a federated State of the Union, I suppose your

position would be that the equal protection c lause would apply

and, perhaps, also, some other p ivileges o the Constitution

might come into play?

ML RANKCI N: Yes . I would say that as a Commo~nwealth,

or when it was a territory, that the obligation of the United

states under the Constitution to them was even greater because at

that point they were, and are, wards.

JiJSTIC E FORTAS: That, I must confess, is an argument

that baf flesh me You are arguing that if Puerto Rico were a

territoryr and it is now a Comowealth, if it were a territory,

that by virtue of the territorial clause, the obligation of the

Congress and power of the Congress, with res pect to citizens of

the United States~, residents of -Puer to Rico, would be greater ti

its obligations and power with respect to citizens f the Unithe

States who reside in sister states. That must b yoU? agmpet,

is it?

MR. RMKCIN: Only in this respect. t thiak ot% t

has recognized, in regard to its Wa?4s and oh! "4 i

- (f : I



the United States has had a special obligation to care for them

because they didn't -- because the people in tose territorites

did not have the same kind of rights that people in the States had

in the conduct of their any affairs.

Now, under the 90mmonwealth, the relationship has changed,

and there is no question of what Puerto Rico has the absolute right,

de pending upon the examination by the present Commission, a: the

full extent of what was done by that relationship. But, generally,

as to its internal affairs, that is what that arrangement in the

1958, as I recall the date was to try to accomplish -- was to g ive

the control of its internal affairs, so it could advance them and

develop in the remarkable manner that it has.

But it seems to me thils Court has said a number of times

that the United States does have a special obligation in regard to

territories that it has taken over, and has found people there as

its wards. And that is the only distinction that I was trying to

make.

JUSTICE. FORTAS: I just want to ask you one more question.

Suppose New York State adopted a statute that said people

who come to New York State from Massachusetts can vote if they ,

comply with the qualifications A, B, and C -- but if they cent to

New York State from Illinois, then the qualitioations ar. dl4Eorqij

I expect quite clearly that would be inviolate forz aou eocaai-

tutional reason would V= you?

MR. R1ANKIN; lto question about it, Mt. Jt~qp4 .,



Nw~

JUSTICE STEWART: It was something added, then'7

MR. RANKIN: Yes.

JUSTICE STEifART: It was added after consaxat

pp

-

- _

JUSTICE FORTAS: Now, it seems to me, that one w#y to

deal with the question here -- and I would like to comment on

this .- suppose they were a federated State of the Union, in which

the language of instruction in the schools was punish. Is it

within Congress' power to enact a law that is desired to put those

people, arguably, on the same footing so far as voting in New York

is concerned, as people who are educated in other federated States

of the Union?

M R. R ANKIN: Mr. Justice, I think there is no question

about Congress having such pr. I think that it can proceed to

legislate to provide and take care of th. J idnd of situation. Nowi,

it seems to me, that this case is a much easier one than that

because of the situation where you have a history of the language,

and yo:g have a history of the Congress examining the question of

whether or not these people could be intelligent voters, despite

the language differences And, of course, as the Solicitor General

said, it is the same standards -- that isr six years of schooling,

that is set for 4(e) ,

JUSTICE STEWART: There was no consideration of 4(e) in

the Committee of either House, was there?

MR. RANKIN: That's my recollection, Mr. Justice, there

was not.



pp baio by t Co aitt 4.ees, wasn't it?

JUSTIC2 STEWAT: This i s the only part of the Votiig

Right' Act of 1965 that i grouded on, anything other than the

M: aiMiv : I have t made a careful enrough study of

that Act to knowty. Butc the Government s brief does not indicate

that any other part of it was grounded upon it

JUSTICE STEWART: Basically, it was 15th Amendment legis-

1ation, was it not? That was the President's message, that was the

consideration -- giving consideration by the Coimittees of the two

Houses, on the i5th -- it was 15th Amendment legislation, was it

not?

M4R. RA4NKIN: Mr. Justice, in my recollection of the news-

paper accounts, that is all -- that was all that it was about / ,

JUSTICE STEWART: As you know, recently it was decided in

the more generalized provisions of the statute.

~MR. RAqKI: Yes.

But I would not hesitate to stand before you and argue to

consider that legislation being Constitutionally valid if you ouid

find any place within the Constitution, even. though the

decided only the 15th Amendment. .

JUSTICE STEWART: BoiSid groundB.

MR. AANKIN: I am sorxy I annt .be

my answer. But I think you aze e*it*iZ, 9 ,
-4+ a a . d +4 / r~ ,ea i_ S3. ' ( r {



recollection, without examining it carefully.
PP

JUSTICE BRENPAI: Mr. 1ankin, may I ask -- in some of

your argument on the territorial clause, do we have a problem

here, in fact, of 4(1 , of not a regulation of annything within

the voters of Puerto Rico -- it is a regulation/ og voting within

chie State of New York. Is the territorial clause in any respect

a limitation to a regulation of the internal af fairs of the

terr itory?

MR. RANKIN: I find no such limitation in the cause.

And I doi t find that this Co'urt has ever said that it is.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: Have we ever been confronted with that

precise statute before?

MR. RANIIN: No, not that t know 0 .

I don ' know whether the Philippino case could in any

way shed any Light on that or not. You recall 4th t, in that case,

the Court said that after it became -- that persons who were then

in the country had become aliens, but I don't believe that involved

precisely this.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: That was Boyd case?

4 MR. RANKIN: Yes.

JUSTICE HARLAN: You would not go so far as to suggest

that, in answer to Mr. Justice Brennan's question, tba,

exercised that power to exempt Puerto Rican cr
taxes? r. a q, X

MR. RNKl: -No,



would enemine w1hateer Congrees unertok to do, gVe VtV @ i -

aideration to whether there is awny jutification or any paer on

which the Congress could rely, and wouLd try to determine whether

it was properly -- whether it was trying to carry out some reopen-

sibility toward that territory. , And I think, against that, it

would have to weigh whether it was just wiping out the propr area

of 'th State to art, to try to continue and develop as states of

the Union. I think it would be tiat kind of problem. T would not

day that you coild just -- but I think that i quite a different

case than this.

JUSTICE BRENmN: I think, also, Mr . tankin, irnde pndean$

of the tezrritorial, there in a source of Congressional authority

for 4(e) , in section 5 of the 14th Amendment, standing atone, i

that it?

MR . ANKINI: Yes, M r Justice

JUSTICE BRENM* : Apd do I aorre'tly understand that that

goes something like this? That the purpose of the 1iterty require.

mentr, Limited as they are to the sixth grade education, is largely

to give some assurance that a voter will, in fact, intellfgjentLy ap-

proach his responsibility as a voter, n that if this may be a_

true of a Spanish-speaking voter as of an EnglSh-peaking vt E'

that Congress may denounce as discriminatomy ##r t0

protection cause w-- ether or iot this Cour#

say that the clause indeae*i4*tt1 did 34.

east, under Section 5, @0n
I5 .7 e7I ei ~



finds that, indeed, the sixth grade aganish.-peaking aduation it

in terms of assuring what kind of voter you get, which is just as

good as a sixth grade Engisb-opeaking educations is that it?

NlR. RANtIN: Yes, Mr. Justice. And I arrive at that on

the asuuaption that this ourt has reached a piace where it recog-

nivses qualifications of voters in the light of the fact tht the

right to vote is so precious under our Constitutional systeS that

such qualifications cannot be made unless they fairly contribute

to an intelligent exercise of the ballot, of the electoral process.

And any time that the States depart from that kind of a standard,

it would not be recognized by this Court as a valid exercise et

their functioning in fixing qua lifications.

But they are not free to just say, "we shall impose

certain qualifications on the right to exercise the franchise."

That day is passed -- if it ever existed. And we have reached a

point where those qualifications are to reach the basic question

as to whether or not this person can exercise the franchise intei-

ligently and properly co as to advance the interests of the State

and the Government generally.

JUSTICE B'EN : Most recently, if I M1y 40k you this

last question, within a week or two, we deaidd the 9e..** ae,,

which of course had ssmthing of the sop9 of 8oat4a S

giving the Congress to do tEhings that pwI ps

Anedrent, o! Ats own tersy or it+ r

Do yu fin Quy t*0t'
..



did in, that case?
4 t- r ,x

MR. R-II'R: Well, it seems to ae a recaghition that

there is me to section 5 than is found in Sectiona I, and that

the Congress and the country, in adopting the amendment, intetfnded

that there be more. And I think that adds to what you can find to

support the action of Congress.

I would just like briefly to say that I think in

Article 55 of the United Nations Charter, there is further ground,

in the treaty power, of the United States to support this action

of the Congress, in trying to carry out the obligations that the

United States took upon itself in connection with that entire pro-

gramn under that charter. Afndr furthermore, in our representing

to the United Nations, in order to induce it to accept the fact

that Puerto Rico had different status thran mandated or that type of

relationship, when we represented to them that Puerto Rico was a '

Commonealth, and that we would conduct our relationships in accotd-

ance with that standard, and that agreement, and therefore, the

United nations proceeded to decide that it was not in the character

of other countries territories that were subject to its other

privileges. And under that treaty power, the United States did

take this action, it presented it to the United Nations, and tapon

that ground, the United Nations acted, and we think it recgnlqui

an obligation there to try to carry out the fsat tast it Mi

under Article 5, not to disdr imnate against pao91 bs ,

language they used.



' herefore, may Y suggest to the Court that there i

ample ground on the three pNrovisions of the Constitution that I

have suggested -- the Court will look at the entire Constitution --

with all of the amendments -- and tind the power that Congrems had

the power. That is the only issue here+ And it is one mior'e step

in our trying to help people of this country to participate in the

electoral process where their greatest rights lie.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: Attorney General Colon,

ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE COMM'1ONWEILTHI O' PUERTO RICC,

B3Y RWAFAEL HERNANDH3D COLGNf ATTORNEY GENERALr

COIo1NWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO

MR. COLONbt: May it please the Court, let me present my

respectful greetings to this Honorable Court as I appear before you

for the first time. -

The facts in these cases are uiudis puted and they have

been adequately presented to the Court by ther two distinguished

soi.citors who have preceded me, Therefore, I will not belabor

the facts and I will come directly to the matters which bring the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico before you today.

Legislative history of the case at bar: The relationship

behveen :guerto Rico anid the United States dates back to the e4osrti

of the Nineteenth Century when ##S#pR g4 dte Isa s I V) f

States as a result of the 8

government was estabAi*'d

its territotriaL



of Paris . In the inuiar case this Court charactertsed sto

Rico as an unincorporated territory belonging to, but not a part

o, the United States and, therefore, it recognized in Congress

pjenury powers to legislate for Puerto Rico untrameled by many of

the provisions of the Consltitution gene ally applicable to the

state and federal government as a body in union.

In 1917 Congress passed a new Organic Act which granted

Puerto Rico a wider :measure of self government and which granted

American citizenship to the citizens of Puerto Rico. As a result

of this legal relationship an increasing number of Puerto Ricans

began to migrate to the Uinited States. This migration has con-

tinued to the present, when there are almost 900,000 Puerto Ricans

who have settled in the 50 States of the Union., with concentration

in New York City.

When the United States first assumed its responsibilities

over Puerto Rico, it attempted to establish the English language

as the .language of instruction in Puerto Rican schools. Cultural

reaities soon forced an abandonment of this policy and Spetnish

was increasingly used as the educationaL media. As a result, the

Puerto Ricans who migrated to the States, took with them a Spsqtsh

cultural and educational background. All of th

through a period which extended up to 195 1 %eht ,

retained plenary powers over Ptado R4ao .

Coiimissioner of Education who st

of instruction, was a pres ,



In 1952 the former legal relationship of Puerto Rico aS

dependent territory to the United States, and under plenary

congressional power, came to an end. The Congress enabled the

Puerto Rican people to ordain and establish their own government

through a written Constitution which gave Puerto Rico exclusive

controL over its local affairs, among which was the education of

its people. The new legal relationship that evolved has become

known as the coiipact of association between Puerto Rico and the

United States . The nature of this status is not one of the matters

at issue today.

This new status permitted the United States to secure,

exemption from United Nations supervision over Puerto Ric0 as

coloniala. terry itory" and, pursuant to Article 73 (e) of Cha per Xt

of the United Nations Charter, it was necessary to assure the

United Nations, among other things, that Puerto Ricana are not

subjected to having any dominant language imposed upon them as a

conditions to enjoying basic rights of citizenship.

Under the cultural autonomy guaranteed by the new status

Puerto R icans have been educated completely in the Spanish language

and English has been taught as a second language.- The net et2 4%t

of this policy has been that Puerto Ricans wrihao g a #

or some with even high school education are pot l

literates in the English language, #tho uJ .

Spanish language. The new ata s

American citizenship for the i ipit@ U4r



movement to and fraU the States. The migratory pttrn .ms cans ly

tinued and a circular movement of persons from Puerto Rico to the

states and back to Puerto Rico is an ever present cha'racteristic of

the Puerto Rican association to the United States.

Presently, there are about 730,000 Puerto Ricana Living

in N ew York City. About 400,000 are of voting age. Les - than o~ne-

third of these, or approximately 150,000 are registered to vote.
'4

There are no exact figures as to how many of the unregistered

330, 000 are literate in the Spanish language; it is perhaps relevant

to point out that the literacy rate in Puerto Rico is 83 per cent.

it is the policy of the Comnonwealth of Puerto Rico to

help m grant Puerto Ricans integrate into the mainstream of

American Life. I t maintains a program of instruction for those on

the Island who are contemplating to move to the Stateas it has

established offices in major cities to assist both the migrants and

their new hosts in the ad justoieut process and carries on intensive

programs in mainland cities to urge Puerto Rican migrants to go to

night school, improve skilla and learn English, ail in order that

they may play a more conist2ructive role in the new connuuzities they

have chosen to join.

Nevertheless, there is no device more ftfetv nin .

curing the integration of a people to a coinnunit

unrestricted and universal use of the franchte.

vote more than anything e1ne is: tbe ky to bK t

to better jobs, to better tree art Ott .)w



to better opportunities to enjoy life as a whole in a pticular

comIunity. But, as pointed out above, out of 400,000 Puerto Ricans

of voting age in New York, only 150,000 are registered to vote.

The remaining 330,000 may be unregistered for a number of reasons

but the principal reason that we know is that New York required a

1i.teracy test in English and that it provides on,1y an education

in the English language is presumptive of literacy.

It does not matter to New York State that the Puerto

Rican is a natural born citizen; that he has been educated in an

American FLag school in Spanish; that he knows civics and govern-

ment; that he reads Spanish language newspapers and periodicals

in New York which inform him fully about issues and candidates y

that he listens to Spanish language programs of news and in forta-

tion in radio and television. When it comes to v oting, the Puerto

Rican cannot show his education as evidence of literacy even

though his English speaking brother may show his education in place

of taking the literacy, test.

JUSTICE W7HITE: Mr. Attorney General, what is an

American Flag school?

MR. COLON: A school that is conducted anywhere, where

the American Flag flies with jurisdigtion over tl plart±idular

area where the flacJ might fly.

Canal Zone= for



JUSTICE WBITE: Are all Puerto Rican adhools Amer Lpin

FLag schools?

MdR. COLON: Yes, they are all American Flag schools be -

cause American Flag flies over Puerto Rico.

JUYSTICE BRETNAN: Then, it is not a matter of Amecican

money support necessarily, is it?

MR. COLON: Not necessarily.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: F'or example, your school system is

supportedeI £ocally, is it not?

MR. COLON: Yes, it is supported locally. Although we

gjet g ratrai from the Federal Government, also.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: Under. the general grant-in-aid?

MR. COLON: Yes.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: HEN4 P'iogrXin j

MR. COLON: Yes, usually.

Section 4(e), of the Voting Rtights Act of 1965 merely

removes this unwarranted discrimination. It. does not nuility the

literacy requirement of New York. It simply al ows American

citizens educated in Spanish in American flag schools to show also

their education as evidence o= literacy thus removing the dibcrib-

inatory inequality to w hich they tre subjected by eaw York ias

as against their fellow citizens who were educat u the toql * .

language.

Section 4(e) correctS the de4Ip f.4ig9 off °

the Puertq Rican voters in N fO , .



'~L.
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their education was not as good as that of their English-speaking

brothers for voting purposes. It puts the graduates (if Puerto

Rican schools on : ; equal footing with graduates from other

American schools as far a literacy i made a requirement for the

exercise of the franchise.

The 14th Amendment calls for the equal protection of the

iaws and section 5 empowers Congress to make that directive effec-

tive through appropriate legislation. istorically, both the

congress and the Federal Judiciary have been called upon to enforce , '3

the amendment by decision or by legis nation, In this case, it was

Congress who took thie initiative to relieve Puerto Ricans of the

unequal burden put upon them by the laws of New York.

Tht decision of Congress is entitled to all due

respect from the Judiciary which has customarily granted the legis-

Lative branch wide latitude in making these judgments. In this

case, Congress assessed a number of factors, paticularly suited to

a legislative and political judgment. The factors have been~ men-

tioned before in this argument but I will recapitulate the same

at this moment, they are: the relationship of Puerto Rico to the

United States; the international convmitments of the United States y

the grant of Amer ican citizenship to the Puerto Rican peopie:y the

substantial migration of Puerto Ricans inito the thited StatesI

the cultural autonomy of Puerto Rico fostered by Congregss y the

44

struggle of the migrant Puerto icans in the tinited atets to

integrate into the mainstream of American sociai-eanonaT ai4



political life: the requirement of English literacy ts it bears

upon the intelligent use of the franchise in the linguistic environ-

ment of New Yorkc,

Having weighed all these factors, Congress concluded

that it was necessaryr to correct the legislation of New York in

order to strike out the inequality which resulted for the literate

American citizen educated in an American Flag school in Spanish.

This judgment is fair and reasonable and the resulting legi latiorn

is entirely within the bounds of the fifth secti on of th -14th

Amendment.

This construction of the constitution which the Court

ia; called upon to make today wi,1 permit the Congress the necessary

latitude to deal. with justice trrards a people with whom the

country is associate in' a bond of friendship, mutual respect and

goowil. As technological progress brings a1 the people of the

world closer and as ideological differences tend to divide theti,

the Court should keep its eye en the needs of this nation for an

adequate legal framework with which to face the chalienges of

tom orrow and with which to 'idat to a complex future .

THE CHIiEF JUSTICEl: Mrc.. Avins.

ARGUMEtT ON BEHFALF OF? APPELLES,

B3Y ALFRED AVINS, ESQUIRE, SCHOOl. OF LAW,

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSIT'i, MEMPHIS, TEUNB3BB

MR4 AVfr: If Your Honoru please, I do not intqad t

p ae today the reasonableness of the New Yozk Sttte £. ae%



this to the Attorney Generai of New York and to the aXret

Assistant and learned assistant Attorney Generai, who tili Iwgue

after me. I inted to spend my time first on the pier over the

territories, briefly, and then to go into what I feel are the very

large questions about the 14th Amendment, very basic and broad

questions, which I believe that this statute raises.

In view of the fact that there will shortly be a break,

I will go into the power over the territories first, because I

intend to talk about that only very briefly, before I go into the

14th Amendment, on which the statute is pur por tedly based.

Now, I start out with the proposition there is a distinc-

tion between local or state or mniucipaL sovereignty -- I prefer

to cal.l it municipal sovereignty - and national aovereignty. The

United States has had territories since 1789, or before that --

the Northwest Territories - which have been considered to be in

hardship to the Federal Governmient.

Under the power o:f the territories clause, it is m'y

contention that Congress exercises 'only what we call municipal

sovereignty, a sovereignty which- is substituted for state sover-

eignty. In fact, the identicaL sovereignty which the State

exercices, as distinguished from national sovereignty un4** QthY .

powers of the Federal Government which Congrese eero.i~s lot bRt

the territories and the states. And that any power un$#,

soereignty must be found elsewhere other than. in thr :

clause. 3&



Now, the Department of Justice has argued, and ade nhic;

of it, I believe, that in other instances, Congress haS extCiseed

extra territorial powers for the territories. I concede that

point. But so have the States.

Under the full faith and credit clause, State lawas

sometimes, have extra-territorial effects . Hughes against Fenner

is a recent fairly good example of this, I would think. Aznd my

contention is that Congresa C power over the territorial is giving

extra-terri.torial effect in the identincal circumstances thatt a

state law would have extra territorial effect and that the same

type of state law would be upheld as it would be upheld under the

territorial clause in respect to the extra-territorial effect.

If this were otherwise, it- would follow that where a

territory, which was always considered to be in temporary hardship,

became a state, it would follow that a citizen of the state would

Lose rights that he had previously enjoyed under the statute, under

the Congressional power to govern the territories.

To be specific, let us assume that Puerto Rico became a

State, Thereafter, congress could not pass this statute, because

- under the territories' clause -- because in respect to that, it

would have no more power rAccordingly, the citizens of Pluerto Rico

who moved into New York would ion rights. And I think it nw-

alous to think that, under the territories clause, pestaos h

moved from one State -- citizens of a teritory that gb4i e t

hood statue, go down in their rights, rather than tp, w



was always deemed that citizens of territories certainly hM4 no

greater rights than citizens of states, whatever lesser rights --

whatever the question of whether they had Lesser rights or not,

which I don't think it is necessary to go into, they certainly had

no greater rights.

Nw, I look at the question this way, What would happen

even if the State of Louisiana passed a law saying that al3

citizens of Louisiana educated in the French language who no ed

into the State of Ne-w York, or some other State which had e n

English language literacy test, would be enltitled to vote, pro-

vided they have the same level of education. Now, I think it

crystal-clear that if one State passed such a Law, it would not

:ie enforceable in ancthr state under the full faith and credit

clause, because I do not think a State can give its own law e:tx-

territoriiL effect. Therefore, I conclude that if that is so,

the identical point folLows, that in respect to a law of Congress

under the territQies clause, and accordingly, the point I there-

fore make is that Congress could not, as it said, it didn't say

it was -- but could not have passed this statute under the

territories clause. And for this reason n, even if it were per--

missible to consider this statute merely under the territories

clause -- a point which I deny -- even if it were permissible to

do so -- the statutes would not be valid under the territories

clause for the reason that it is. in excess of Congre ss pwet to

pass, because it is not an exercise of umunic$ps1 ig .;iatn -
(



t is' not an exercise of is s1gatgon asi.I ar go a ttt l

example, which says that a guest in an atoPobile who hid an

accident in Puerto Rico, who is guilty of contributory negLigenace

could not 'recover against the hospital. New York, of course, would

probably be required to enforce that under the full faith and

credit part. And I concede that the supremacy cause simply

carries over the notion of the full faith and credit clause in

elationon to this matter -- to wit, it is the identical type of

clause in respect to this matter.

THE CIEF JYUSTICE: We will recess now.

(Whereupon, at 12:00 o cLock noonr the Court recessed, to

reconvene at 12:30 o & cigck p.m.)

/1



APTE RU ESS

12e30 p.m.

THE CIEF JUSTICE: Mr. AVins, you may continue with

your argument.

MR. AVINS: Thank you, Your Honor,

At this time, Your 1onor, I intend to devote the

remaining period of my time to the general question of the meaning

of the Fourteenth Amendment and its application in this case1 and

what I respectfully concede to be this Courtis duty and Congress

duty in respect to the Fourteenth Amendment, taken broadly and

without regard to the question of reasonableness.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: Will you discuss the treaty clause?

M4R. AVINS: No, Your onor. Ir my estimation, the

reason I am not discussing at is because I concede that the

treaty clause gives Congress no independent power, and that if

the treaty is outside the general scope of Congress power

elsewhere, Congress cannot increase its power by making a treaty

with a foreign country.

I believe that Your Honors observed this fact in

Reid v. Covert, and therefore I do not believe, in accordance

with long settled precedent - and Z think in'aocordance with

the general nature of the government -- that the treaty poaer is

not a grant of substantive power above and beyond that whteh ,

Congress is allowed to conduct foreign affairs which t4 1a

have by statute.



Therefore, I will not argue -- in addition, as I believe

I mentioned before -- I will noh argue the question of reasonable-

ness of the New York State statute, leaving it to the Attorney

General of New York.

I might note preliminarily the Department of Justice is

brief has a great many statistics on Puerto Rico. I believe that

the habit of using statistics in briefs started with Mother v.

oregon, by the late Mr. Justice Brandeis, then attorney, and I

think it has increased to the point in which appendices are now

all statistics and no constitution.

As Your Honors know, I have made a distinct departure

from that. My appendix contains all constitution and no

statistics. I leave to the Attorney General of 'New York and to

the Department of Justice the question of how many immigrants

there were, average annual rainfall in Puerto Rico, and all sorts

of other statistics which in my estimation are wholly irrelevant.

Tihe general question, as I conceive it, is what was

the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment in questions of this

character.

Before I go into that, I intend; tp start out -- which

I consider to be a useful starting point - with the Dred Scott

case, which was cited by Judge McGowan belo94, but in a sos ethat

different context than I am going to disctaus it.

I might say that I consider these questions

and as broad as the hills, and not net * y as n8ar {',



my learned opponents contend.

First of all, what were the questions decided in the

Dred Scott case? One, the Mlissouri Comprotnise was unconstitutional

because it was in violation of the Fifth Amendment. Two, that

Negroes were not citizens under Article IV, Section 2, the old

State prvileges and immunities clause.

Both of these decisions were contrary to what I call

egregious historical facts -- notwithstanding the fact that at

the present time it is believed that they were supposed to be in

accordance with history.

Low , the two things the Radical Republicans cite to
(

show that these decisions were contrary to egregious historical

fa&ts were, one, as to the Fifth Amendment the fact of the

North/wst Qrcdinance, ,which it could not be presumed Congress

interided to repeal by the Fifth Amendment, though it was

contemporaneous, and two, with respect to Article IV, Sectiona 2,
. 1 /' 1

the fact that on June 25, 1778, the South Carolina delegatio

moved to insert the word "white" in the predecessor privileges

and immunities clause, and this was defeated by a vote of eight

to two, with one State divided.

Now, the Radicals charged and repeatedly throughout

the congressional debates, that the Dred Scott decision as '

in fact a judicial decision, that it was a polit ldc

designed to support the Buchanan version of the gz?.ta *eie

and slave holding ideology, and- that it was desi4g t



permit the extension of slavery into the territoris , and two,

most important, in respect to Article IV, Section 2, which is

necessary to an understanding of the Fourteenth Atendaent --

was designed to keep free Negroes who were believed to be the

natural leaders of slave revolt out of southern States. And I

think the situation which Your' Honors may remember existed in

1884 is a good example of the dread which the Southern States

had for having free Negroes declared citizens under Article IV,

Section 2.

Now, what was the Radical reaction to this? It was,

in blunt terms, that the Taney court was making political speeches

to support the Buchanan and Pierce administration.

Now, when the Radicals swept into power, the political

tide turned, of course, and the political supportsof this court

as an institution were withdrawn, and the decisions had to stand

on the question of whether t:hey were on the bedrock of the

Constitution.

I thin): history supports my position, or the position

of the Radicals, that 4at the Taney court did was to mortgage

the political future of the court with the then current ideology

which swept away - swept away the only assets that this court

had, to wit, prestige among lawyers of all political factions

based on decisions, based on the law, And once those mortgages

were foreclosed, the court was left without assets of a political

nature, because Congress retains its power over the person, g-.t



court has nothing but power over the law.

And I think the Radicals in their speeches pointed out

that as long as this court -- that as long as the political

branches of the government support this court's position, that

the question of whether it makes decisions bsed under law in

current ideology is irrelevant, but that if these are withdrawn

by a change in ideological current, the result is that decisions

are swept away and the court -- the decis ions are then exposed

to the gaze of whether they are based on the law. And the fact

that the Taney court did in fact sheer itself from the power to

do anything is, I think, exemplified in ex parte Meredith, where

the Lincoln Administrationf tore up Mr. Justice Taney is writs

and used it for confetti and in ex parte -- where it barred this

court from any review -- a very legitimate one of protecting the

South against the excesses of reconstruction.

Now I want to say to Your Ionors very respectfully

that I see analogies to that case today.

I want to say that in this case there are egregious

historical facts vihich support the position that I take that the

Fourteenth Amendment covers only what were known in 1066 as

civil rights and not political rights at all. These acts are

contained in approximately 100 pages of legislative hiMtegy

appendix which I have filed with Your Zonors. And I;1 i43l '

that I think it would be necessary !or the nisrtm~wit 9 t

to burn the Congressional Globe debates 4 ,th@ o
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anybody that the original understanding weas in accordanice with

this statute,

Now, I believe what is. ultimately at stake is the .

ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment which, as Your Honors

may know, rests upon the historical compromises of 1876 and

1894, 'in which the South generally agreed not to contest

gratification in return for a construction which was strictly

in accordance with the original understanding, which is very

narrow.

I think the Erie Railroad Company v. Tompkins, and

the opinion of the late 4r. justice Brareis is a prototype of

what happens, because in that case the flowering of Swift v.

Tyson, as I see it, in response to the needs of big business

after the Civil War -- and I think I may say the excesses under

that decision -- were such as to lay the g;round'work for an ,

examination of the original understanding. And of course the

tail going with the hide, the Fifteenth Attendment ratification

rests with the Fourteenth.

Now, I feel entirely justified in saying that this

statute cuts a deep gash in the original understanding of the

Fourteenth Amiendme'nt, and it is that I want to go to, and thst

to which I want to spend ay time because -- and _ woesid ie ta

make my position as clear as I can in respect. to this gggt q

of original understanding.

I do not view



which expands or contracts in respect, who is playing t be

tune. I view it in respect as ja fixedr'document. And my position

is that the beginning, middle and end of all constitutional

inquiry is the original understanding of the framers, and if

the legislative debates are clear, .they are conclusive, cases in

the court are superfluous, and those contrary erroneous. And

for this reason, I intend to go to the &*ig:Lnal understanding

and to that alone.

Now, I would start off by saying that trying to load

the statute on the equal protection clause is like trying to

carry the Washington Monument in a wheelbarrow. Your Honors

cannot maake it fit, because the equal protection clause is much

too narrow.

By my estimation, it would require plastic surgery

on the equal protection clause to sustain this statute.

J'STICE WHITE I gather, then, 'ou would think the

reapportionment cases are the Washington Monument in that sense,

MR. AVINS: Well, I think, Your Honor, that they are

at least a piece of the Washington Monument. How much, I am

not certain.

JUSTICE WHITE: And Carrington -

MR, AVINS: I take the position that the original

understanding of the Fddrteenth Amendment had nothing whatever

to do with what were known in 1866 as molxtaNa rghf

JUSTICE WHITE: Ate e0 Car : . l 4at4 n t



be supported --

1MR. AVINS: Undeir the original understanding, that is

correct.

JUSTICE WMTPE: Nor the reapportionment cases.

MR. AVINS: Nor those. There are others.

JUSTICE .WHITE: Nor Classic?

MR. AVINS: Well, as far as that case is concerned,

Your Eonor, as I understand it it is an amalgam of more than one

power. There was also, I believe, the power to control Article

i, I believe, Section 2, Federal power over the times, places',

and manners of holding election. Therefore I am not sure that

that is not anwentirely different inquiry. 3ut, I am now going

to the basic question of -

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: Poll tax cases,

MR. AVINS: Yes, Your Honor. If I may raise one point.

The Department cf Justice raised it in its brief, but in a

different way.

The Department of Justice cited in support of those

cases the Enforcement Act of 1870. Now, I did not notice this

in any place, but I want to make one point about that.

As reported out' and pae ed in the Hbuse, it was report.

out from the Judiciary committee of the IbUse, chair@ by

Congressman John A. Bngham of Ohio WhO ded $

section of, the Declaration of C4a

criminal of fense for State o ,$94



taxes from Negroes. The only other offense. think was Section

2 was the failure -I am sorry -- failure to register.

failure to register or to collect poll taxes. It wns broadened

by Senator Stewart in the Senate, from the Judiciary Committee, *

on the ground that Southern States night dream up other pre-,

requisites. But originally the very Act passed to enforce the

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amiendrients made it a criminal offense

for State officials, election officials, to fail to collect poll

taxes from Negroes.

JUSTICE WHITE: What about other rights besides political

rights that the Fourteenth Amendment excludes? How about economic

rights?

1R. AVINS: Well, Your Honor, I want to get into that

in terms of the original meaning of equal protection. And I do

fully intend to get into this question.

JUSTICE WHITE: All rightt,

MR. AVINS: The due process clause I don t think

anybody considers to be relevant. I see nothing that anybody

considers to be relevant. So I deal with the privileges and

I.
irzmunities clause, and which grants privileges and immunities

to citizens of the United States -- citizens only - an equal

protection, which grants them to all persons -- a distiction

which I think is very significant.

Now , I start out by detal ing what I believe th

original understanding of the sward' 0p t tiog 4s. o
,h~i~ ,{ 4 r



.s a key word. Not equal -- it does not mean equal rights,

equial benefits, eqal privileges. It means equal protection.

It does not meain the protection of equal laws. It

means the equal protection of laws. Just as rir of alligators

is different from an alligator pear.

The word 1 protection"t comes frcerm the original draft

of 3ingham s speech, and Bingham°s draft, giving Congress the

power to enforce the privileges and immunities of citizens of the

United States derived from Article IV, Section 2, and equal

protection of life, liberty and property,

Bingh a's speeches, I think, read carefully, show that

it meant protection of the right to live, which every person,

even an alien, a baby, is entitled to -- you could not take the

life of a baby. Protection of liberty -- which I think every

person is entitled to. And protection of property.

Binghames speeches show it means property acquired

lawfully, obtained lawfully, personal property - as in the cases

like Rose v, Slaughter, which he cited in his original speeches,

So, Your onors -- originally protection, the equal

protection clause was designed not only for aliens, but travelers,

resident aliens, for everybody. That is why the word 'person''

is there. And of course I might say this -- that under the

original concept of the equal -protection clause, no reasonable

classification is necessary, because every -- I think one can see

that every person is entitled to the samue protection. of lif,
I tLE r~,. .y gJ} T <w i i
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liberty and property which every other person is entitled to.

In other words, what I am suggesting is that the equal

protection clause has nothing whatsoever to do with this case,

as far as 'the original understanding is concerned. Tha t is to

say, it is confined exactly -- was merely a redraft -- Your

tenors may recall that the Binigham draft was postponed in the

House. It was postponed because many of the Republicans

Hotchkiss and ale, and other Republica'n Congressmen w- felt

that it gave Congress too much power. So it was postponed and

redraf ted, to be a negative :limitation on the States similar to

the limitation which the old limitations in Article I, Section

10O were.

Therefore, in my estimation, the equal protection clause

has nothing whatsoever to do at all with this case of any kind.

I take that broad grou.nd. I realize it is a broader ground than

perhaps has been put forth in recent years. But I th:nk it is

the correct ground, if one goes back to the original under-

standing.

Now let me give some illustrations.

In 1870, the Enforcement Act was passed. It was

passed largely to protect Chinese in California, who were not

permitted to be witnesses in cases, and the right to be a witness

was a protection because, of course, if a person could not be a

witness it means -- and some of these speeches show that he cold

be robbed with immunity -- and therefore it was necessary (o



2 protect him in this right,

This is part, I think, of the word "protection".

I therefore deem that reasonable classification has

nothing to do with the equal protection clause.

Now I turn to what I consider to be the more important

clause, to wit, the privileges and immunities clause. Where did

it come from, what was it meant to do.

N ow, i he reason, for the privileges and immunities

clause was -- according to Bingham -- was the defect in the

original Constitution that Congress had no power to enforce

Article IV, Section 2, the necessary and proper clause did not

give it any power to enforce Article IV, Section. 2. Its derivation

comes from two dif f erent sources . Although or iginally drafted

to give the consent -- the derivation comes straight from Art.icle

IV, Section 2. And Bingham's speeches indicate very clearly

hie believed there was an ellipsis in Article IV, Section 2,

unlike the Democrats who felt it was just designed to prevent

discrimination against out of State residents. believed that

the words "'citizens of the United State&" should be inserted

after the word "privileges" so it should read that citizehe

of each State shall be entitled to -all privileges and immuni ties

of citizens, and after that, of the United State. in the several

States, "of the United States" being the ellipsis.

The question therefore boils down to what was 3ighamu

concept of privileges, where does he get it from what aidf t

--.7



believe it contained -- because even if it contained something

Different, by the old framers, the question is what about the

Fourteenth Amendment. But also what did the Radicals believe

it contained.

I think it very clear that the Radicals believe that

the privileges and immunities Clause, which was of course broader

than the equal protection clause -- because they had to be

citizens to derive any protection from the innunities and

privileges clause -- protected what were k nown in 1866 as civil

rights -- that is to say, not political rights, but civil right,

as they were known in 1866,

Now, I think I am supported by a multitudinous number

of citations, which I have in my ap.endicos and which X shanit,

unless Your Hnors are particularly interested, read the legisla-

tive appendices which I have filed with this court.

BTut I want to call Your Honors' attention, for example,

to a footnote which I added on the report of the Joint Committee

on Reconstruction of 1866, which I think shaws very clearly that
/

the Fourteenth Amendment was reported out to protect only civil

rights,

Civil rights at that time were believed to be what are

known today as natural rights -- I m sorry -- what were known

then as naturalrights. roday the concept "natural rights"

might be a good deal different. But, they were intended to

protect what were known at that time as natural right.,

-.
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They were derived from two sources . One, the decision

of Mr. Justice Washington on circuit in 1823 in Corrield 'v.

Corio', which I assume Your Ho~nors are a3l familiar with, and :

shan t go through; and two, propcctions existing already in the

Constitution itself . That is all the privileges and immunities

were deemed to be those protections which existed in the

Constitution -- protection against bills of attainder and so

forth - the many protections. I don't want to get, into the

discussion of reciprocity about whether all the bills or rights

or just part were -- but I think at least some of them vent into

the privileges and immunities clause. I don't think any went into

the due process clause.

For~ this authority I cite a statement by Senator

Poneroy in 1870 that aliens had no right to petition the United

States Senate -it was a privilege of citizens alone -- one of

the many aspects I think which shed light as far as the under-

standing of the framers is concerned.

Now, what were considered to be civil rights -- the

right to work, the right to travel, the right to raise a family,

the right to do business and own property -- that is what were

secured -- and have security therefor, the right to bring a

suit, a lawsuit -- all the things that were considered in 1866

to be civil rights.

Among the things excluded were what are known as

conventional rights, and I might say again I am snppttd i 
'a-i ,



thid - if Your Honors umay knoIw of the colloquiy that Sehator

,yman, Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Compittee in 1872, had

.ith George Edmunds, a member of the Judiciary Committee, in hich '

he said this was confined to civil rights -- did not include the

r eight to go to school, the right to vote -- he did not include

any conventional rights, but just included what were known as

basic or natural rights.

Now, I suppose the question must be asked why, then

put t) iat back into -- if it is Article IV, Section 2, why put

it with the Fourteenth Amendment. The short answer was that

as part of the guarantees, post-Civil War guarantees, the Radical

Congress demanded that the South give the power to enforce in

full. these rights.

Now, that brings me to the fifth section which I

believe has been argued at some length in this case. My position

as to the fifth section is, I think, quite simple.

The power to enforce does not include the power to

amend. The power to enforce does not include the power to define,

The power to enforce is simply the power to enforce what is in

the other sections. In fact, there are some arguments by

Democrats that the power to enforce has nothing to do with the

first section at all, because it is the third section, the really

controversial question, in which Congress denied the power to -

enforce, to keep ex Confederates out of public office.

N1ow, my contention is that since ii, 1866 and 186 St#4tr
# 

.
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were free, under the Fourteenth Amendment, to make up such

qualifications for voting as they chose, that they have the

identical freedom today. That is to say, the Constitution, or

the principles of the Constitution remain fixed until amended

in the manner, the precise manner which is set out in Article

IV. This is what I think is the basic issue in respect to this

statute and in respect to this case -- is to say that the

h historical intent remains fixed.

I think I can draw an analogy with a favorite little

story.

The Radical Republicans were fond of citing the

decision of a Vermont judge, during the 1850's, who was asked to

return a fugitive slave under the Fugitive Slave Law, When he

asked for proof of ownership, the owner produced a bill of sale

from the prior owner. The judge said, "I will recognize only a

bill of sale from his Maker." And so I say the same thing in

respect to the Constituation -that the powers must be found under

the authority of the makers -- that is the only place.

Now, in my estimation the statute is such novel theory

that it could be patented at the Patent Office, except that I

do not know that it would meet this court is test of utility.

But I certainly think that this is the first time that Congress

has ever tried to amend the Fourteenth Amendment under the guise

of enforcing it, especially in respect of political rights.

I might say this. I believe in the legislative history



appendix. which I submitted, which I wrote -- aid also fn may

article in the Stanford Law Review, and in the appendix which

I submitted here, I pointed out very clearly that during the

debates on the Fifheenth Amendment, repeated attempts were made

to ban States using qualifications based on literacy, property,

religion -- I might say in respect to religion there was a very

raw example, because Roman Catholics were forbidden to hold office

in the State of New a mpshire -- a very raw example -- one that

SWith respect to an English literacy test, we don't

have to look very far, The State of Massachusetts as well as

Connecticut had an English language literacy test, and its

purpose was not as benign as-the New York statute is here. Its

purpose was to keep our Irish democratic immigrants -- away from

the polling booths. It was, a kno-nothing product. It was

constantly talked about during the Reconstruction period. And

yet it was maintained during this entire period.

Rhode Island had a better trick. They required that

all naturalized citizens own land in Rhode Island, and as Senator

BlaiLr said, of Missouri, there wasn't very much land in the

State of Rhode Island for anybody to own. The Rhode Island

Senator, Anthony of Rhode Island, said he would not vote for

the Fourteenth Amendment, the Rhode Island Legislature would not

ratify it, unless Congress took out the property qualifications,

the ban on property qualifications. So they did.



In respect to others -- the nativity qualifications -

the West coast Republicans were dead set against letting any

Chinese vote. That is why the nativity was taken out, according

to Senator Sargent of California, Republican -- and now I am

citing the majority of Republicans, I am not citing Democrats

for these propositions.

And so the original draft of the Fifteenth Amendment

was whittled away,

Now, thexe was a proposed draft in the Fifteenth

Amendment to give everybody an equal vote, as the original

Bingham draft, and it was defeated very resoundingly.

Now , if Bingham had put in the Four tenth Amendment

was entitled to an equal vote, or an equal vote based on a

reasonbl' classification, why should he m ake the same amend.

ment in the Fifteenth, two years later? It is superfluous.

I think it defies common sense to say that the , original framers

would make all these enactments, which would absolutely be

nonsense in comparison with what they actually did thereafter,

That is to say, the original debates in 1866 are reinforced

by everything that the framers did, from one end to the other,

and it is on this that I rest as to the original meaning of

the Fburteenth Amendment.

The Department of Justice has submitted four little

items on which they want to stand. I believe one .of theai is a

little tidbit from Senator Howard, which is, I thAik, so b-u s

j 
,.



vague as to be virtually meaningless. I have material ftro

Senator Hoaward which I shan' t read to Your Honors. It is in the

appendices which I filed -- which show very clearav repeatedly

he said the Fourteenth Amendment had nothing to do with the

franchise;

They also have a couple of statements by Democrats

in some of the States saying what a horrible thing this is

going to be -- I think included -in political speeches -- and

I think we can ignore them.

The Department of Justice's brief does not cite, but

I think I ought to go into it for a moment -- because it is

probably familiar to Your Honore --- an article by Mr. Van Alsteen

in the Supreme court Review last year. tinfortunately he has had

an unfriendly habit of putting in only material ho finds

favorable.- have put in material in these appendices wkich is

favorable, and a little bit which I deem to be unfavorable, to

wit, Botwell ?s speech ri ght before the enactment of the Filteetlth

Amendment -- and Senator Ecmunds . I want to take up these two

people because they are the only people 1%ho are unfavorable to

my position, I think, except for the Democrats.

As to Botwell, I think I can explain this very easily.

Though he was admitted to the bar, he never practiced law tuttil

long after he left the Senate and the House. So he rely wad no

a lawyer.

As to Edmunds, though he said Qriginally that thb
a : y
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privileges and immunities clause -- not the protection clause --

did grant Congress some power over the rig t to vote, to wit,

the right to prevent discrimination against Negroes, thereafter

he changed his position in 1872 and concutrred with the rest in

saying that the privileges and immunities clause had nothing to,

do with the right to vote. And therefore I take the broad

ground that there is really no substantial material in the

debate. It s not a question of weighing them. There is no

substantial material in the debate which is contrary to the

position that the original understanding had nothing whatever

to do with anything other than what was known as a civil right

in 1866 and 1868.

Therefore I plant my feet firmly on the original

understanding of these amendments.

I might say that several of the gentlemen who

have preceded me have indicated --

JUSTICE WHITE: What is your own view of why they

chose this particular form of words to get across this idea?

MR. AVINS: Which words -- protection or privileges

and immunities?

JUSTICE WHITE: Equal protection of the law.

MR. AVINS: Equal protection of the laws. Because it

seems to me that what was originally intended was clearly

protection. That is to say,. if one goes back to'the mischioe,

it is not difficult to realize why the word 'protection" was



used. Let me give Your ibnor ani example, a single e@iasp2e i

think will suffice - of both the use of the word persono" in

the equal protection clause and the use of the word "protection.

In 1850 the Supreme. Cefrt df California decided that

under the law of California the Chinese were s milar to
: . -

Indians, and were not permitted to testify in court. In 1860

I think it was Mr. Justice Field, later in this court, who held

that under the law if a white man beat up a Chinaman and robbed

him in California, and the only witnesses were Chinese, the white

tan had to go free. Now, Senator Conitz said this was becoming

a very serious problem because Southern born Confederates became

highwaynen in California -- he used another term, and then he

just said plain highwaymen -~ they would go around robbing

Chinese, and of course they could never be brought to book

becausee the only witnesses were Chinese, and they were excluded

as witnesses.

Your Honor may remember that under the old slave codes,

Negroes could not be witnesses where whites were parties, whether

for or against.

This was one of the objects of the equal protection

clatise.

Of course these things are all forgotten, because

these laws are obsolete and have not been in existence for a a
1

hundred years, and so of course the original mischief have

been forgotten,
-

' 
-

-
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2 But at that time this was the original -- these were

the original mischiefs, that there was not the same protection.

JtSTICE WHITE: I take it- you think the equal protection

clause; if it were replaced with the words that those States

denying a person his civil rights -- it would be expressly

tihe meaning that you think Congress intended.

MR. AVINS: I'm afraid to say that it is now even not

that. That is to say the privileges and' immunities clause could

be substituted for civil rights and in fact the Cvil Rights

Act -- there is a lot of discussion and debate about the Thirteenth

AmencIment. I think it is very clear, and Senator Lottmore in

1872 made quite clear that the civU. :ights - that the Act of

1666 really rested on Article IV1 Section 2.

Tiere have been quarrels whether Congress could

enforce Article IV, Section 2. That is to say, if Negroes were

freed, whether they therefore ipso facto were entitled to the

benefits of Article IV,. Section 2. That is why you have a

declaration of citizenship in the first sentence of the Civil

Rights Act of 1866.

Now, the word "civil rights" was taken out of the Act,

as Your honors may remember, because there wa: a lot of

discussion on the subject of whether voting was a civil right,

and Congressman Wilson, laher Senator Wilson, of ZoYia, Chairien

of the Judiciary Committee, said no, and Biagham said yes, trad

it was said there may be -- og maybe it is' toc broad



Columbus Delano of Ohio said this was pretty broad --

and who knows what it is going to be interpreted as . So Wilson

finally said -- all right, we tre going to take the word "civil

rights" right out, and just list the rights.

' But my contention is that the privileges and imrnunitie

clause --- you could replace the privileges and immunities clause

with the word "civil rights", which as I say included, one, the

rights in Corfield v. Corio, and two, rights derived from the

Constitutionl itself

As to the equal protection clause, it is narrower still.

H1ot all civil rights are protected by the equal protection clause --

just those which give protection to life, liberty or property.

It is a very narrowed, and it is a very little clause,

I might say that the whole first section was utterly

untcontrroversial. The second section was not very controversial.

The b:ig fight was on the third section, on whether e,-Confederates

should be disabled from holding office. But nobody cared abot

the first section -- it was deemed to be surplusage, t was a little

unimportant clause, very basic.

JUSTICE WHIITE: But if the privileges and immunities

clause was replaced by civil rights, what was the equal protection

clause, according to your interpretation -- what did it protect

in addition to that?

MR. AVINS: It would protect pe:csons. First oDf all, it

would protect aliens, it would protect travelers. As early as

I



Bingham s speech against the admission of Oregon in the 35th

Congress, second session, about page 900 something, in 1859,

h'e indicates very clearly that even strangers are entitled to

5ome- protection, and he repeats this as a recurring theme.

like a broken record, over and over through the debate -- that

even strangers get something,

In fact, the word "persons' has been so broadly

interpreted that I might say this -- that in President Johnsoxns

vote of the Civil Rights Act of l866, he makes the point that he

conc edes the w4ord "persons" to include corporations

So that ~~ but I think it was conceded on all sides

that they included aliens. That's the reason for in effect

0atplicating some of the rights in the privileges and immunities

clause i.nto equal protection and due process; namely, aliens

get something, Because it was believed that the States would

not protect aliens in these basic rights,

I think the State of California is an excellent

ex ample, the history of the State of California is an e xcellent

example, the pre-ante-belunm history of the State Qf California -

perhaps even the post-bellum to some extent -- whenever it was

under the Democrat tc legislation -- and this constant discussion

about Daeocratic legislatures discriminating against Chinese,

refusing them protection, permission to testify. In some states

they could not be parties, they could not sue at all, The man

hit you in the nose, it#s tough luck, you could not sue in court.

I



So if you go back to the original mischief , here is

a very good reason for these clauses.* And my contention is that

- and I may say this. I consider this a contention -- I'm almost

attempted to say a contention of the galley. That is to say that

it is the requirement of the galley that a constitution be

interpreted in accordance with the original understanding.

As I once said in the Alabama LawJyer , "IA Constitution

must be construed as a Constitution - it is not to be interpreted

like a blank check". That is, it means exactly the same as it

meant in 1366. Of course scientific changes simply mean that you

substitute one scientific method for another -- an airplane is

the same as a train for purposes of gener al principles. But the

general pr inc iples remain the same, Voting was known in 1866,

people voted -- schools were known - all these things were

known. That 's my point.

Now, I might say that some of the gentlemen on the

other side have said that voting -they think voting is very

fundamental. I don s t know that voting is as fundamental as my

learned opponents believe

I think t he right to drive a car is more fundamental

than the right to vote, because in most places in the country

you can never even get to the polls without a car. And I might

say I think if you took a survey of the country as to whethe.

people would rather hitchhike to the pol. or pay a dollar fifty,

they would certainly be glad to pay a dollar fifty rather than
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hitchhike to the polls.

Besides I might say I think in N ew York City, they

would ta: even walking to the polls if they found a way to ta

walking and collect it.

I think that I don t think that the right to vote

is as fundamental, for example, as the privilege of not being

barred from -gettinlg a job, which was certainly involved in 1866, 4

because you had Negroes who were forbidden to engage in certain

occupations in some of the black codes, or to have a home

the same thing was forbidden. 0r for example the. black code

laws which made it a criminal offense, puniished by, I think., in

Virginia five years in the penitentiary to teach a Negro to read

and wrie, to prevent again enforcement of the slave revol.

And I might say personally that --- for example -I might

say personally that all the candidates I voted for in the last

general election lost, but I don't feel personally affected at

all, although of course I am over 26.

I also say as far as this particular statute is concerned

that I don' see the slightest degree of difference in principle

between Congress saying that Puerto Ricans educated in Spanish

in Puerto Rico may vote in New York, and that Puetto Ricans iho

are taught to drive on the left hand side of the road in Puerto

Rico may drive in New York on the left hand side of the road. x

think they are exactly the same. True, there is an argument about

inconvenience. I think there is an argument about inconvenience

.,~~ ~ ~ ,. 7,.a_ . . s~ L t ' .° .{9E +? t ! w^ lf[ ,,i . A se. r r:_;
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that goes both Mays. It is inconvenient to print materials in

Spanish. It is a.so incorvenient to dodge opposing traftic. But

I will say that a person wTho has Lived in Manhattan -- that I

think any New Yorker who is resourceful to find a parking space

in M'anhattan is resourceful enou gh to, be able to avoid and

dodge opposing traffid

JUSTICE FOITAS: I don't think they drive on the left

hand side of the street in Puercto Rico.

iR, AVINS: I agree with Your Honor, They do in the

United Kingdom. But Im suggesting Congress has the power under

the T.erritories to permit Puerto Ricans to drive on the left hand

side of the road, and two, under the Territories argument, they

would have the power to, let's say, that ,uerto Ricans coming

to New York can drive on the left hand side of the road because

that I s what they learned at home. So I think it s entirely

similar.

TIE CI' JOSTICE: If they did that, they would not

live long,

M'r AVINS: Well, I don't know about that , Your ronor.

As I said before, having driven in New York City, Iim not sure

that New Yorkers are not really quite resourceful about driving,

Now, I might say that in my estimation if this court

has the power to set standard of reasorableness, it means that

in fact and in effect this court would be setting voting

qualify ications. Likewise if congress has the power to set

-~, - ;



I 1 .reao onable ness -- it just sh ifts the powe fro on toth

other,, for the reason that in my view one mans reasonableness

is another man C s lunacy. I think if we polled every person in

this room as to what would be reasonable voting qualifications

we might find some very diverse ideas on the subject.

Now, perhaps if it was .eft up to me alone, I might

be able to limit this suf frage to only people w ho have two

doctorates in law, one Ameri ean and one english, and then

I could elect myself President. Or I thihk there would be

people who would dissent from that estate. So t think everybody

has his own idea of what is reasonable.

Now, I think in conclusion that proper government

structure, like a proper automobile, needs brakes as well as

gas pedals, and I think that the original func tion of this

court was to brake the popular branches of the government, and

n ot to serve as an impetus to forward moment. And I think

though it may be a lot of fun to drive a car with three gas

pedals and no brakes, I think sooner or la ter we would go of f

the constitutional r:oad and hiave a crackup,

But I am seriously concerned about -- I submit to Your

Inors that unless original understanding is followed, original

understanding -- and I don t think that my contention about the

original understanding has been refuted in the least by either

of the three of mty learned opponents -~ that 'the result would be
l

ualtimately :the cove mment: would be goi nq off theri onxstitutional ,t ,,

C a .



y~oad.

I cannot say that we need to give the original ,inder

standing at the present time a high requiem mass, but I think

perhaps extreme unction may shortly be in order if this court

holds that Congress has the power to ignore the very clear under-

standing that occurred in this case,

If Your Honors have no questions, I would like to save

the remainder of my time for any rebuttal which may be necessary.

THEl CHlIEF JUSTICE: I don't think you have any rebuttal,

T'his is the time for you to make your argument. The other side

has the rebuttal.

MR., AVINS I see, Your Hono r,

Well, in that case all I can say is -well, I think

perhaps if I have made myself clear as to this particular point,

I might go on to the question of -- one question which I doh i

think the Attorney General of'New York has covered, which I just

left to m'iy brief, but perhaps I will make a point or two about

that, arnd that is the discrimination ino:ved in this statute

between American citizens who are born in New York anid educated

in a foreign language outside of New York, and American citizens

who are born in Puerto R;ico or NTew York and educated in Spanish

in Puerto Rico,

Now, to rie it seems that the F'ederal statute itself

is irrational. That is to say, we are getting into irrationa

distinctions -- and I am not getting into the question of whether
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the t~ew York distinction is irrational, but I think the Federal

diistinlcti.on is irrational.

The point , am making is this, It s entirely possibie,

under the Fourteenth Amendment, which makes all persons born

in the UJnited States citizens at the moment of birth, for a

citizeti of the United States, a baby, to be taken to a non-

American flag school an d educated in a foreign language. It is

not inconceivable, and I'm sure it happens in a number of cases.

In fact, I may say I have a second cousin whose child

is in fact being educated in Chile, although an American citizen

borzn in the United States. It not only can happen, but it has

happened .

Supposing that person comes back, educated in Chile,

able to read and write Spanish just as wedl ao any Puerto Rican

in the United States - comes back to New York, wants to vote,

can read the Spanish newspapers just as well as any person

educated in Puerto Rico can read the Spanish newspapers. What

happens? Sorry, Congress has made a distinction.

Now, is this a distinction that has any rational

basis to it at all? They are both American citizens. Theylare

both now citizens of New York, because under ,the Fourteenth

Am endment all American citizens are citizens of the State in

which they reside ,

There ore my point is that being citizens of the State

in 'which they reside, they age noaw New Yorkers, and there is



absolutely no ratioal distinction to say a Newti Yokr educated

in Puerto Rico shall be entitled to vote and a New Yorker educated

irn chile shall n1ot.

JUSTICE STEWART: That is an argument in favor of the i

aLppellant in the next'case, isnt it -- the Cardona case?

MR. AVINS: No, I think it is an argument against the

appellant in the next case. I think it's an argument against the

appellants here. Perhaps I have not made myself clear, Your

Honor. My content.on is this -- that if you are going to let

persons literate in a non-English language in New York vote, you

have got to let them all vote. Why let only the people vote who
-'.

are educated in American flag schools?

JUSTICEl STEWART: That is Mr. Cardonais challenge. I

mean if Cardona prevails in the next case, then your niece in

Chile could vote in New York.

MR. AVINS: Well, yes -- except that the Federal statute -

you see -- I am not saying that it is irrational to let -- again,

I apparently have not miade myself clear. I am not saying it is

rational not to make a distinction between people who speak

English and people who speak Spa'nish. Not to let the child of

my cousin vote in New York literate only in Spanish wotld be

perfectly rational, providing your dividing line is Spanish-

Eniglish,

JUSTICE pORTAS: But you think it is irrational to

make a distinction between a person educated ixn American flag

.-...... ._- - t-* .", .'d am 1.ni lr .. .o. ? L ., - a .-. - _ - .
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32 schools and non.-American flag schools that is irrational.

MR. AVINS: Right. And the reason for it is thi.

Now, I know it was argued below that a person educated

.in Puerto Rico learned something about cities, about the national

government, et cetera. But certainly they learn nothing about

the issues in the New York City municipal election - if I may

take a specific case, who should be borough president of the Bronx.

Th.s is not a question that one learns in civics in Puerto Rico --

u;hat the local issues regarding the s.ewere are in the Bronx,

JUSTICE DOUGLAS : That would be true of a person coming

from my P home town in the State of Washington, moving to New York.

MR. AVINS: Yes - but you see, of course, that is the

question of the reasonableness of the distinction in terms of the

English language. A person coming from the State of Washington,

assuming he is literate in the English language, would be able

to read all- this material about what is going on in the Bronx.

fly contention is --

JUSTICE STEWAR1T: Presumably it is the residence require-

menit that takes care of your point.

MR. AVINS: Yes. Although of course a person moving

from washington may stay in New York for twenty years and keep

himself totally uninformed of w' hat e going on. That is, the

residence does not guarantee that the person know whats going

on. He may just be as ignorant to vote on local affair as anybody

in the world.



JUSTICE DOUGLAS: The New York Times is not necessarily.

the bible for everybody in New Ysork City.

MR. AVINS: No, it s not. The number of newspapers

keeps condensing every couple of years. I cannot keep up with

it.

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: Spanish publications?

MR. AVINS: There are som Spanish newspapers. Of course

th-ere are none in Kingston, and upstate New York cities, What about

a Spanish language voter who tries to vote in the Third Ward in

Ossining? There is no Spanish newspaper there, or the radio

station does not cover the issues in the Taird Ward in Ossilning

in Spanish,

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: I suppose there are campaign speeches.

M~R. AVINS: Yes there are, in English, Maybe there

are two Spanish language voters in the Thir~d Ward inv Qssining.

Of~ course the candidate speaks in English. Let me get into this.

Irm sort of backing into this issue by the tail. I suppose I

might as well -I ought to get into this in one way or another.

- Let me look at something that was submitted in the record

below.

The Department of Justice has affidavits from candidates

in Spanish districts -- an affidavit by Herman Cadillo who wa's

elected on votes registered -~ in all probability registered by

this particular Act, And I might say with all due respect to him,

I ye never heard a man who thought the people voting for him did

s . .... , . . - . .._ ,.-. _ ,... .,
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not understand the issues,

But the point that I'm making you see is this. True --

in the Spanish areas there will be Spanish material. But one

of the cases was in Rochester. What about Rochester? What about

Ossining? There are other cities besides New York City in

New York State, even though iany New Yorkers don't think so.

What about all these localties? A person speaking only Spanish

iLs free to move there, free to live there, and under the statute

free to vote there. H1ow is he going to know what is going on

i.n the Fourth Ward in s . winning? And nobody is going to print a

pamphlet iLn Spanish to reach two voters. Nor can he get a

translator to translate all the campaign literature that comes

out two days before the election.

As a practical imatter, it is impossible to tell a voter

in the Fourth Warc in Ossining, two Spanish language voters, what

going on in the Fourth Ward in Oss:iing.

There are all these upstate New York cities, all with

school elections. Also there is the State of Connecticut. There

are Spanish voters in Connecticut 5-- 5000 ~ with no Spanish

language newspaper.

The problem is all the attention has been concentrated

on New York City, as though New York City were not only the hub

of the universe, but the only place in the universe.

JUSTICE FORTAS: Does Connectictt have an English

literacy requirement?
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MR. AVINS Yes, it does, Your Eonor.

JUSTICE FORTAS: How about California?

MR. AVINS: I don t. know, Your HXnorV I'm not familiar

w ith that. There are other States. And Puerto Ricans live in

other States natives of Puerto Rico live in other States.

The record shows here that some of them were registered in

Connecticut -- 50, 60, whatever the case may be. And of

course if this court upholds the statute it has to uphold it

for all the States. Your Hon.ors cannot jsay this statute is

institutional as to the 71st election district of N~ew York and

it is unconstitutional as to the 69th election district, or the

42d, or the 12th in Albany -- that it is constitutional as to

one and it is not as to another, and the constitutionality of

this statute depends upon the circulation, and how much the

issues are discussed.

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: I remember whcn I wa in India,

Nfehru was campaiLgning. e usually campaigned in English. There

are many di fferent languages.

MR. 2XVIN1: Yes -- Telugu and Tamil, Hlindi,

JUSTICE D2OUGLAS: When the campaign speeches were over,

they had to be translated into all the other languages.

MR. AVIN~S: Yes.

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: ,So it would go by word of mouth.

MR. AVINS: Yes, that's true, Your HIInor. But this is

the point that I'm making. First of all, of course, the Indian



lantrag3es ae regial. Oye fo e ampl , raml hd spoken ain

tfaeas tate Yno find eru few peule peaking good Gurage n d nt

i ads t at e

Itm glad YoQur forr rased the qutaion of India bec ause

i expect tod pulish a book on In~dia.. x canY file . k splemna°r

a::e if Year : 'nor wan sr po .itng out cases whexe i is illegal

to tra nsfer: a emploe e f~rom Boay to Madra ;s, wh6 speaks only

the ntive language . because he wozuld not u idersta nd what i
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going on in radras,
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Mt AVS ,y

Congr ess have a ny powe to say, jas tey 'idr i 4(e) tha they

ou .d have a' tig.cht to vote i they had adeqcuate educa t i.n

thi ;s country?

NIL., AVI : S: Do you, mein under. the Territor aes Clause

T CE1 J.TE I' ask you i, thywdhv h

M R AVI" JS Yoaur I nor . .under the Terrtor ies Claus e M

Congress is jtst a super-l egi s1lature for' Puerto Rico. I do nt

wti t to get i.nto wat conceiv.se to be a difference betv een the

l earned solicitor General and the Att orny General of Puert



Rico as to the precise di strbution ofi power. Assmt.irng it in a

territory pure anrd simple, Congress is nothing but a suiper

legislature for Puerto Rico.

TPE C HIF]2' JUJSTiICE: I'm not asking for any quarrel

between the people of Puer to Rico. I asked you the plain

question. Suppose Puerto Rico had a law like N~ew York, to the

effect that no one could vote there unless he could r.ead and

understand Spani~sh. Would Congress then have a right to say

thtother Amnericansz who spoke only EngliLsh culd vote over

there?

, ,zT"i* m. 9,C'"nR r a ?a 'Y1, 9N ",,?t1 :1 ° "" p °bfyiyi } .2tC y ir a Gr, 51':1 f rw? xw:.m . n i

M1R. AVI'tS: Your Honor, my conception of the Territories

power is that Congress has absolute and plenary power to legin

late for the Territories. Therefore it neces srily follows -

excep of course the Bill. of Rights andi certain other general .

limitations ~~ they could not pass a bill of attainder in the

Territories -it has absolute power over the Territories subject

to the general limitations of the Constituti.on , and can act as if

i~t were the Legislature of Puerto Rico. Therefore of course it

could abolish any action by the Puerto Rican Legislature which

I conceive to bear the same relationship tc Congress as the

City Council of New York bears to theC State Legislature of

New York .

The Puerto Rican Legislature does not exercise any

kind of sovereignty. It is a deligated power, which Congress

can always revoke.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE: The answer is yes,

MR. AVINS: My answer is yes, but for a very special

season which would not apply the other way,

JUSTICE FORTAS: Going under the assumption which you~

mentioned, which2 serves as an assumption for the purposes of

testing the theory -if Niew Mexico passed a statute that only

persons who were literate in Spanish could vote, would Congress

have the power to override that?

MR AVINS: No. My contention is that there is

absintlyno powor~ whatever. I'll go even further. I'll make

anasumption which I think is probably more absurd than that.

If~ the Stt o: rPxaii decided that all Caucasicas were flzbby

anud that no person ought to le entitled to vote in feaii unless

';- could do 20 pushups, and applied that to everybody -- that

Hawai i would be perf~ectl.y sound, on sJound constitutional grounds,

however much I think this would be a absurd requirement. Im

talking now about the protection -of power. And Congress could

not do a thing about it.

.JUSTICE FOR~TAS: Your theory about the rigot to vote

being a right that is not protected except by the strict language

of thc Fifteenth Amendment,

MR. AVINS: or the Nineteenth, yes. Of course, that

is those special amiendcmerits which directed their attention to

this ~- those special amnendments. And I might say thi.- one

that I think~ would be eveni more raw would be a discrimin~ation

ter:
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based on religion.

JUSTICE FORTAS: So you think that a State culd coifine

the right to vote to Catholics or Jews or Protestants, whatever

it might be.

MR. AVIN1S: Yes, as wrong as I think it is.

JUSTICE FORTAS: And Congress could not override it.

MR4 AVIN1S: As wrong as I think it would be to do so.

JUSTICE FORTAS: And that this court would not have the

pouer to declare that illegal,

MR. AVINS: As personally wro~ng as I think it would be

JTUSTICE FORTAS: Do you think that Congress would have

the power to override- it -- and the answer to that is no.

MR. AVINS: That's correct.

JUSTICE F7ORTAS: And this court could not properly

declare that unconstitutionr:>n.

MR, AVINS: That's my position, tour 'amor. Miy position

is that it is a question simply" of power. That is if I may

make ~-that is the Congress cannot chop up the F'ourteenth

Amendmnent and make a tossed green salad ou t of it because it

doesn't like the original recipe. If it doesn't like the original

recipe, it has to get a new one. And the way that you get a

new recipe is Article V -~you amend the Constitution. There

have boen amendments proposed, some enacted -- a number, probably

more in~ recent years than any other time,~ And there may be

amendments that I would be much in savor of. But I would be



much against Congjress exercis.ng the power in an uncconstitutional

manner which it might be very desirable to exercise i a

constitutional man nner,

JUSTICE WHITE: I take it you 'aould reject invalidating

a State law un jhe grounds that the means it chose to accomplish,

an end -- it really had no rational basis at aLL -- there wa

no rational connection between the end and the means. You would

say that is an :improper applications of the cue process clause.

M~ AVIN~S: NTo, Your Jonor. My position is this. It's

a question of original understanding, you see.

JUSTICE WHITE: What about the original understanding

and due process?

M~Ra, AVINS: Zongressman B3ighat said that the original

understanding o the due process clause -- he was askod the

question by Congr'essmnan Rtogers, a rather young Democrte from

Uoew Jersey,.considered sort of~ a wild, young Democrat -- and he

replied that the gentlem7an can go and read the decision; it has

been decided by the courts and be can read the decision.

Therefore I will do exactly at Congressmnan Bingham~s

suggestion. I would read all th decisions on due process before

the Civil War.

~JUSTICE WHlITE: So what is your answer? If you dcided

there was a-bsol.utely no connection whatsoever between forearm

strength anu voting, and terefore no connection between doing

pushups and voting -2 you still would not say that that law of
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Hiawaii violated the due process clause.

MR. AVIS: N~o it wouldn it -~ because the original

understanding in respect to voting is it was entirely outside-

JUSTICE WHITE: All the cases that have invalidated

municipal legislation on this basis under the due process clause

are wrong.

MR, AVINS: I2 don vt understandd Y'our Honor is ques tion,

You mean the legislation or the right to vote? I thought Your

conor was talking about the right to vote. As for the right to

vote, it has nothing to do with the F~outeenth Amendment. In

respect to the question of whether ai particular item of legisla-

tion violates due process, the conrcepts, the general basic

conepts, my contention is - one goes back to the pre-Civil

W ar cases -and distills the general basic concepts ofd

process at that time. They are carried ~into the~ Fourteenth

Amendment due process clauise by BinghamK4 intent, which I-

consider to be very clear from his statement made in the 39th

Congress. And then that is the content of the due process

clause. The general principles, of course ~~now, what they

are -for example, I think there was a N~ew York caso in 1856

which supported the proposition that there was a concept of

substance in due process. In fact there have been innumerable

cases on due process. I have an article -

JU1STICE WHITE: Even if there was ~~ even there were,

you would say it would not apply to voting.

:.

;,
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M4R. AVIN'S: No, it would not~.

JUSTICE WHITE: Voting is out, no matter whether you

are talking about due process, r ivileges ahd Nentv , o

MR. AVINS: or equal protection, yes. 'i'hat "s my

contentionl. I migc~ht say of course dlue process applies to all

pesons -- which is another good reason. Bingham wase dead set

against letting aliens vote, In fact, in the mission of regon,

one of his two reasons for voting against the mission of Oreegon-

1ie made a long speech on the subject and said this was a recent

innovation which he wats d2ead set against, contrary to the

constiLtutiLon that all aliens were permitted to vote in Oregon~,

Le said it was a recent innovation which pertained in Illinois

or one or two o~f the Western States. He said he was dead set

against it. And therefore it iLs inconceivabl.e that he intended

to permiit aliens to vote .- contrary te~ his own long, wiell-settled

convictions, and therefore since the due process clause protects

aliens, as well as citizens, to rme' it is inconceivable that~ the

due process clause would protect the right to vote for the reason

that otherwise aliens would be entitled to the right to vote-

because of course as far as the protection of life,. liberty anld

property, you could not take that without due pr'ocess from

aliens anyway. I think every alien would be entitled if he

cae to this country not to have life, liberty or property taken

from him without due process of law.
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So you see the Fourteenth Amnendnment in fact brought.

back to its historical understanding fits very neatly, That is

it makes sense. You don't need to try and figure out same of

these oddities. What would happen if you gave everybody equal

protection and a person 99 years old were entitled to go to a

first grade school. So you have to have reasonable classifica-

tion, you have to have all sorts of qualifications.

;t if you go back to the original understanding, I

think you would not need to have arny quialiication,

Now, I think ; have a bit more time, and I just want to

say a word -- since Your 1Ronors originally asked me - I thought

perhaps it was: obvious, but as : have a few mn utes -to say 'one

or two words just about the questions. of tr:eaties.

I o not cons ider Congressi power under the treaty

clause -- and I: think this is vell sttled - to add~ to any

substantive power Congress has under the Constitu~tion.

Now, I have set forth as early Es the decision in

Mrs chief Justic~e Ma~rhall -- and I think perhapsi it s worth

reading a little squib from Pollard v, 1Hagan, in~ 3 Howard,

"it cannot be admitted that the Ki;ng of 4pain could,

by treaty or otherwise, impart to t:he United States any of his

:royal prerogatives; and much less can it be admitted that they

have capacity to receive or power to exercise thea~i, Every nation

acquiring territory, by treaty o otherwise, mst hold it subject

to the constitution and laws of its own goviermet, and not

~~~ ~ ~ __s-An ,.; t"tm, .. _ , te- #ss _.-~
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according to those of te government d 8 .t

Therefore the treaty ith Spain gives the United States

nio power over the territories it wouldX no have otherwise. My

contention is it would have the sam~e power by stahute. And

cherefore I say that the statute gains no additionlal efficacy,

by the United Nations Charter or by world~ rule of la conventions

or by treaties or by statements by the United Nati~ons Secretary

General, or resolutionG or anything. it is either constitutional

within Congress& power, or: it is not -And it seems to me that the

issue is clCercut -- thait state reserves~ power to th~e states.,

Thank you, Your fronora. That is .all I have to say 4

. . - _, << ti .
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THE CHIEF JUICE: Mrs. Coon.

ARGUMENTT ON~ BEAL OF LOUIS J. LESKIOWITZ, AS

ATTORlNEY GENE~iRAL, IN SUPPORT 0OF APELLB3ES, BY

MR1S. 4Z3AN M.~ COON, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GE~NERA~L

Mrs . Coon,. May it pl.ease the Court, because of the sheduVLed

argument in Cardona following this,~ thia appealt is a preseunttion

as amnious curiae in this case andc is somewhat . in reverse order

from the rguments presented on brief~ . ecaus~e i.ssues which ar

similar to the is~suesi in Cardona ,~ if not reached in this argument

can be handled by the counsel for appelees in that cane.

t think it wo.u.(d be smewhat significant at this point

to dics a few otatisEtics with this Court.

Th~e record in this case contains afidavts by various

people stipulatin~g the number of Pu~erto Rcans in New York State

or in the City of New York who are affected by 4(e). But these

af fidavits are no more than estimates . The record in this~ case

contains only one factual basis for these fiures,. and that is

the 190 census report -~- the last authorative couinting of Puerto

Ricans in New York Stte Tha census report showed that ;.n

1960 there were'J64L, 600 and somne Puerto Ricans inl the entire

state of New York, of whomn 194, 000 were m~ainla~nd born a'nd may be

presumed literate in EnhgLish, if adu~lts.

In the City of New York, in 190 there were 612, 000

Puaerto Ricans, 1G8 ,000 of whom were mainland born.

The pecentagjes which the census figure deveioped fo
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the state as a whole showed that approximately per cent of the

total Puerto Rlican population in NTew York~ State were of voting age,

and that approximately 60 per cent o'f the Puerto Ricans of that

age had attained an education, eitheC in Spanish or tglish, of

seventh grade or higher -- at least seventh g rade.

Thus, if we take these figures of the State as a whole,

ndaLply them to what we know as the total population of the

City of New~ York, we would find that in 1960 there were approxiL-

mateiy 300,000 Puerto Ricans of voting age in the City of New Yok

Adopting the 60 per cent figure which the census figures applied to

the State as~ a whole, in the atanmn of a seventh grade education~

we wouldd find that in 1960 it could be et timuated that had 4(e) then

been enacted, and could Puerto Ricans vote by proof of lite:cacy,

either in Eng;lsh or Spaish, then approtheately 200, 000 Puerto

Uicans would have been eligible to vote :in Ne York City at that

N~owr how rmany Puier to Ricans actually were reg ietered in

the CiLty of Neu York in~ 1960? In 19 -~ npproximately £960, the

* ~ City of New York ;the migration div1iioX of the Commronwealth~ of

Puerto Rico, various civic organizat:1.xns put onz a massive campaign

to e ecialyV register the Puerto Rico population~ of N1ew Yorkc in

compliance with New York $taite ia English literacy requirements.

On November 2, 1.960, the New York Timies reported that

this fort had resulted in the registration of 230,000 Puerto

Rican and Spanish residents~ of the City of N Yok coiLying

.:



with the English literacy rquiements of N.~ew York State.

In 1961, the New York Mayoralty~ election, it was re-

ported that 200,000 Puerto Ricans registered and voted for Mayor

of the City of~ N'ew Ytork and the conclus ion which could be drawn

from tais, if the majority of Puerto Rican residents of the City

of New York were complyingj with NTew Yorks English literacy re~

quirem~ent, is enforced by the fact that last Novemer, with

New York City complying with Section 4 (e), only f4,107 Puerto

Ricans were reitered in the city of inn York,. gnd that this

f igure would inciLude new iimirants to the? City who might equa11ly

be able to comnply with~ New Yorkts English literacy requirement.

The stdies which were conducted in the miiddle 1950' s

by the N'ew Yor~k City Board of Education demonstrated that students

comningj into the New. York City Public Schol System directly from

Puerto Rico i n the eeentary grades did have a reading knkowledge

of the English Language, in addition to ai speaking knowledge.

Although, English is no longer the major language of instruction

in the schools of Puerto Rico, English is taught as an additional

language from the first grade on in the schools of Puerto Rico.

Puerto Ricans do not come to the Mainland totally devoid of any

knowledge of English,. either spoken or written.

Now, let us look to the genesis of the two statutem

which are involved here.

New Yorkts Eg.ish literacy requirement was puat into its

laws at a time when there were only 7,000 Puerto Ricans in the
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City of N1ew York, It was not put into law to prevent Puerto

Ricans from participating in the elected frachise in~ New York.

Sin tly at the time they bcame part of' ew Yorks Law,

English was the major language of instruction in Puerto Rlicor and

it coulId have ha~d no bearing -upon Puerto Rico, It~ was put into the

law as a part of New Yorkia solution to what had to come, as the

result of iLnformation discovered in World War 2 of the horrible

situation of draftees who could not take oral orders in Eng iih,

of~ the hundreds of thousands of persJons of draft age -in the United

States who were not literate in any Language, It was put into the

law in answer to the problem which ha~d arisen of industrial safety,.

because the many immigrants who hadt joiied the abo:a force in the

State were not abe to understandl the saety regulations inl

An it was put iLnto the lraw as part o~ a package wvhich

involved also the intensified adult education programs in EnhgLish,

tt was proposed that the adult educatior, programs be provided in

the places of emnploymXent of these immigrants, so that the Engiih

lagug and the advantages to them that would come from Learni1g

thi would be brought to then, they would not be asked to go to

the chool.s.

There was additional training proposed and put into thte

law for an adult, or foe non-adult children who had passed beyond4

the maximum requirements for reraainng in school -- the groups be-

tween 16 and 21 -- for a.dditional ater-orking-hours intuctin,
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So that the NcW York statute was not put into our law as a part

and parcel of an~y discrimina~tory program. It wa put into ou

laws in order to promote ii dustrial safety,. promote edcatin,

promote intelligent participation in the goverrutent of the S3tate,

and to encourage the learning of Engl~ish by the immigrant poul*-

tion which had come into New York.

Significantly, at this poiit~, even in 1.960, 47 pe e cent

of the population of the City of New York was eithe~c foreign bor a

or he children of foreign born persons. New York State still has

a very large immigrant of first generation American popu3int £on.

JUSTICE STEWART?: ijneteen sixty?

MR3,4 COON: Nrineteen sixty.

Nowa for section 4(e)

THEY CIEF2~ JUSTICE: Would~ youi nind s tating again very

briefly what the purpose of -~ the exact purpose of~ this~ New York

Act?

M'RS . COON; The New Yor~k A ct 9 pur pos e wasi to p-omote

the participation,~ the intelligent participation by immigant

group s, in Aerican life, both poLitical and economic. It was

part of a package proposal, package leg i lat ion which involved

increasedd adult ecuation in English and government, which involved

reaching out to this large im~migranit group, and trying to being

them into intelligent participation in the state of New York,

JUSTICE FORTAS: As of what day was this?

M4RS. COON.: Asi of 1919,~ L920, 1921J.-



JUSTICE F'ORTAS: At that time, there was, accompanying

this Enlish literacy prove is ion prov is ions for adult education?

M4RS. COON: Yes, thee waar Your Honor. This was, inci-

dentallyZ bi-partisan. It w;as put into effect at a timne when the

legislation was Republican and the Governor was Al Smnith, awell-

known liberal Democrat and, himself, a child of immigrant parent

THE~ CHIEF JUSTICE: I was wondering what you would do

with some of the exceptions to the Act. Let me put it in this

language.

Suppose a I?uerto rican who didn Ct understand the Engl.ish

language was in the Armiy, and then came out and went into Veterans

HospitaL. H Iow could that purpose e be affected if his wife and his

parents andi his children were permitted under your statute to

vote because of~ his status? Hoiw doec that conform to this purp0o

that you speak of'?

MRS. COON: Well, of course, this is part of the arc mett

of course. that has been raised in Cardonia.

THE~ CHEF JUSTICE: I beg your pardon.

M;1RS. COON: It is part of the argument raised in the

Cardona case.

THE CHItiF JUSTICE: I know it is part of the arument'$

but you are defending the Act here,

MRA1S. COON: As to the veteraL himself, this goes to the

fact that in order to be inducted into the Army, he must initialLy

have been literate in English,~ The Army - the Arm&d Foce

L
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provide that for 'induction into the Army from Puerto Rico, thtt

he take first a Spanish language test, and then if theyP pas;s that,

they then take an Englisih language test - must demons trate

Literacy in Ehlish to be inducted.

JUSTICE 'ORTAS: Does that include mrn e than an oral

test?

RSm. COON: Yes, sir, it is a written test -- written

English est. Additionally, as to the families. this becomes, let

us say, one mnore of the instances where special iegislatior has

been enacted for the benefit of Arm4xed Forces veterans. The fact

that you exclude a group for a X.egitimate reason does not make

the regulation itself ° unreasonable.

'or example, New York provides for your physically

handicapped. You may take an affidavit that, except for the

physical handicap, you can read and write English. In other

words,, a man who is not able physically to write, has lost a

hand, mnay say -- may file an affidavit to the effect that hie

could write when he had that hand or would be able to write. A

blind man may say, no, he hasn t learned Brailler but before he

went blind, he could have read English.

T11D CHI.UF JUSTICE: I think that is thoroughly under-:

standable. But how about his ,ife, how about his parents, how

about his children?

MRS. COON: Well, as to the - those who are phyuicaliy

disabled --

-:: .



TIE CnIF JUSTICE: No, K am tnot tala g about that.

I am talking about the soldier who is in the hospital. How about

all those relatives of his?

MRS. COON: I think that ii - I am not sure that goes

to the parents. I think it goes to the vwife ar children. It

carries along with it many of the same things which we have done

in similar situations to veterans and members of the Armed F'rces

the rights that they have to carry on through their families, and

there is no rational relationship between it . It is simply a

carrying over to the families of veterans some of the rights we

have given to the veterans.

For example, Congress has done this in connection with

purchasing materials, that the famiLlies of Axared Service men can

purchase in post exchanges, not just service men themselves

Incidentally, I think it is very interesting that an immigrant

from a foreign country who comes into Puy. to Rico as an immigrant

and becomes a naturalized citizen from Puerto Rico cannot be

naturalized there unless he can prove literacy in English,

JUSTICE F'OR TAS: That is a federal law?

MR1FS. COON: That's a federal law.

THE CIEVF JUSTICE: How about ~"our grandfather clause?

MRS. COON: Our grandfather clause is not a true grand-

father clause in the first place. Ih other words, because the

true definition of a grandfather clause is a clause which gives to

the grandchildren rights possessed by the grandparents. In this "



case, what New York is doing here is saying, as to thone who are

now voters, in 1921, those who are voters in 1921 which will not

be disenfranchiz ed by this proiAtion. You must remember, also,

that a good share of New York State has not personal registration

of this time. In other words, persons who 'ad registered for

the first time prior to 1921, in a good portion of New York State,

would not at that time have been required to reregister at any

time in the future. I think had New York -- there is a possibility

that had New York., after 1921, said in their statute that every-

body will have to register and demonstrate literacy in Englishr

it might have been a Constitutional question as to whether the

state would have the power to disenfranch.ise those who already

were voters.

What New York was saying, as to future voters, as to

those who will become voters after this act takes effect, after

this Constitutional Amr endment takes effect, that you will have

to demonstrate literacy in English. I do not believe this is a

true grandfather, clause to any extent.

THE CHIE' JUST'ICE: Where is the grand father clause so

limited by definition?

MRS. COON: This, I think, is what has been usually

referred to as a grandfather clause -- ia one which ref er to the

past. I do not think that it is a grandfather -- most of the

statutes which have been called grandfather clauses are ones which

refer to giving the descendants rights of the ancestor.



THE CHIEF JUSTICE: In all the contexts, aren't they

called grandfather clauses to permit someone to continue au he

has because he was doing that business at the time the 1aw was

es tablished?

MRS COON55: Loosely, this may be a term as used. I

don't think it is accurate -- it is an accurate term. I think i.n

any event that it is a question of law not depriving someone of

the right they already have. I think you raise Constitutional

questions when you deprive people of rights they have. For

instance, in a professionals licensing provision where they have --

twhere somebody has been practicing a profession and then the State

comes along and Licenses the profession, frequently they will

provide that those who are now practicing may continue because you

raise a question as to whether a State may deprive somebody of

what has almost been a property right at this point when they

already exercised that right. That is what New York statute does,

reserves the right which existed. It does not confer future rights.

For example, somebody whio was, in 1921, over 21 years of age and

could have registered bit had not: that person would not -- would

stil have had to prove English literacy i.n orde r to register

after 1921.

As to the territorial, powers of Congress, I Want to make .

only one observation. While the power of Congress to legislate

as to the terriories is plenary, it is not limited by the ste.ation-

ship which the Federal Government has to the States. ,And the
F '4



Congress may act as to the territories in ways in which it may not

act ao to the=States. That, therefore, we must remember that

4 (e) does not legislate as to the territory of Puerto Rico. Xt

confers no rights upon rcidents of Puerto Ico. It confers no

governmental powers upon the Commonwealth of Puerto Rlico. It

acts only as to the Statesr in limiting the act that the states

may take in setting what would be otherwise legitimate voter

qalfications. Because at the time the people affected, or the

people are affected, they are niot cities s of Puerto RiCor they

would at that point be citizens of the tate in which they reside,

and that there is no further legitimate territorial interest.

One of the counsel today spoke of -- and this is 4(e) -

as winding up the problem of Puerto Rtic, I submit to this Court

that Section 4(e) wiLnds uXp n oth:.ng as to Puerto Uico or the prob-

lems of Puerto Ricans coming to the Mainland. As long as Puerto

Ricans coming to the Mainland have -get lower incomes when

employed, have a lower rate of unemployment, and are subjected to

more inadequate housing than are even non-whites in NTew York City

- and we must remember that 19 per cent of the Puerto Ricans

coming into New York State are white - that the problem is greater

than voting.* The problem is a question of their language handicap,

which they have in competing economically on the Mainland. Because

an elementary education, or even higjh school education in spanish,

in Puerto Rico, opens few doors in the Mainland econosiy. That, we

believe, that the New York stacute would be reasonaibi, even tie
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take it only as to Puerto Ricans, because it is one more incentive

to learn English, so that they may participate, compete succese-

fully economically on the Mainland.

J(ISTXCE F.ORTAS: Are you saying that the incentive, the

State limits voting rights in order to provide an incentive for

some laudible purpose such as economic improvement, that that is

the reason for limitation of the franchise?

j IMRS. COON: would say this. That the removal re-

; erring to congress -the removal of the Engis3h literacy test,

by the proponents of the 4(e) , suggested that the removal of the

t English literacy test in New York would add an incentive to Puerto

Ricans to learn English. I think it is to the contrary. That it

red1uces the icentives to learn ~nglish. t do not believe that

you could impose a voter qualification -- or you could limit a

right for the purp ose of giving someone an incentive. But I think

that where you are here you are removing one more incentive to

learn English, which if it is such a tremendous right, would

encourage people to learn E'nglish, and which this would help them

.n completing economically in New york.

I think this is one of the big problems that New York

has been faced with -the problem of dealing with this tremendo'.

terto Rican population, where 8 per cent of the population of thne

City of New York is either from Puerto Rico or children of Puerto

Rican parentage. And that the City and the State have gone out and

tried to reach these people. Additional money has been given by

- -



the State to school systems to provide additional aid in ncn-

English-speaking groups, to teach thiem to speak Engish. 4

Someone pointed cot in some of the Literature on the

ubject, that the great immigrant populations we had at the end of

the last century and at the beginning of this, were not given the

same effort -- the same effort was not put in by State and toca1

govern ents to stimuinte them as is being done today in the case

of Puerto Ricans,

JUSTICE F'ORTAS: Addiressing yourself to the theoretical

considerations here, suppose the State of 1Uew Mexico passed a law

saying that onLy persons Literate in Spanish could vote. Would it

be your position that Congress would not have the power to over.-

ride that, and that this Court would not have the power to declare

it unconstitutional?

MlRS. COON : I would have two araswers to that, based upon

different assumptions.

Assuming that in the State of New Mexico, by far the

majority of the material available by which a voter could exercise

inependent opinion was available only in Spanish, that the

Government of the State of New Mexico was conducted irn Spanish, and

that by far the greater language of understanding in New M exico

was Spanish, then I would say that New Mexicos law ias valid and

that Congress would have no power to override it, and that it

would be a reasonable classification of the 14th Amendment to

require Literacy in Spanish in New Mexico. However, were the

. , .. , .. ,, , f . . _,_
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converse true, were the Govertment of New Mico, as is OCGuated

in English 'were ; the multitude of opinion pubished in New

Mexico, published in English, 'was by far the greater proption

of the language of the people in New Medxco Engish, then I would

say that to establish a classification such as you suggeut, that

only those that are Literate in Spanish may vote, is itself un-

reasonab1e, because it has to reasonable relationship to the

intel .igent ercise of the franchise.

JUSTICE FORTAS: I wani-t to be very clear about this.

Would it flo fromn that in your opinion, that the Congress would

have the power, on your second hypothesis, to enact something like

4(e)?

MRS. COON: I would say it aould ,under the 14th Amend,.'

ment, because it would be an unreasonable classification.

JUSTICE FOR~TAS: Then, therefore, Congress has the power

to override it?

MRnS. COON: Yes,

JUSTICE F'RTAS: It is not merely a matter of a law

being - a law itself being ConstitutionaL?

M4RS, COON: No, I think it is an unreasonable classi-

ficat ion under the law,

JUSTICE STEWRT: It would be a legislative corre action

by the national legislative body acting under Section 5 of the

14th Amendment, to correct an invidious discrimination imposed byI

State law, is that right?

4



5 MRS . COONI: Y, Your donor .

JUSTICE STEWART: Under your second ypothes ia, Ii that

it?

MRS. COON: Yes, Your Honor.

JUSTICE BHRENNAN': Mrs. Coon, do I correctly inter: from'.

what you said, then, that there is an area of Congressionai deter-

mination of what constitutes invidious discrimination?

MRS. COON: I would say that congress may experimtent in

its suggesting what Congress feels is an area of discrimination in

violation of what either the equal protection clause or of the

'enil. of privileges and immunities. But I think it is only for

this court to detemine in the ultimate result whther the Congress

is right or not,

JUSTICE DRDUThV N: That is to say, we Strt with the

premise, or rather, that Congress makes a determination of a given

requirement, to wit here, the literacy requirement - constitutes

invidious discrimination against' those tiho have only a Spanish-

speaking education. You start with that premise, do you?

MRS COON: Well, I don't know ~- of course, the problems

with 4(e) here is that we don't know what Congress started with,

because there is no legislative history.

JUSTICE 3RENSNAN: This is juet what I am trying tgo get

into. I don r t quite follow, If Cong ress has this power $Q

determine what is an invidious discrimination, z wiaLi s e

knowing hiw we can second-guss that detafnatn°



iRS. COCK: I think I wouid ,point out the dist*In'ct

possible between this case aid the rest of the Voting Rights Act

which this Court discussed in the South Caroiina case. This Court

pointed out -- as to the rest of the Voting Rights Act -- the Long

amount of testimcny before the Corinittees in Congress, the evidence

that what Congress was doing was fashioning a remedy to take care

of what this Court described as pervasive evii - none of this

evidence exists here

There was no committee --

JUSTICE BRE17AN: Does that suggest a presumption against

a deter intion that this does constitute an invidious discrimin-

ation?

MRS, COON: Well, I think that part of the confusion here

is the fact, that is, the Justice Department itself has based thit;

agument mostly upon the territorial powers and ignored the deter-

m:ination of Congress, or the statement of Congress under the 134th

Amendment. But I d ' thin Congress can create a new violation.

The Congress may say what it thinks a violation would be. But it

is for this Court to determine whether or not it will actually

constitute a violation.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: By what standard do we review that

Congressional determination? ,

MRS. COON: I think by the same staridard that this Court

has applied in many other cases, in the past -- it has reviyeged

certain acts, acts of the States themselvesr to 4ete isi vh
- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ A. .. .-. . , . . 5.:~.r . ;d ' °



or not they violate these provisions of the Constitution. T think

that in order to uphold 4(e) under the 14th Amendment, this Court

must review New York State cs provieions as to English literacy and

say that they are unreasonable and .in violation of the 14th Amerd-

ment, because if they do not violate that --

JUSTICE BRENMNN: Have we ever done thia before?

R1S. COON: COpnr ress has never done this before .

JUSTIE BRENNAN: Congress has done things like this in

other areas.

MRS. COON: Congress has done it under the 15th Amendment

Congress has enacted legislat ion under the 14th Amendment which

pr imar icy reenacted things - - those things which the Courts had

already determined were privileges and immunities of citizenship

under the original provisions of the Constitution.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: You are suggesting that this cease does

pose a problem I frankly have not seen. That is, assuming this

is an equal protection problem, assuring that Congress has made

the determination of an invidious discrimination, now this con-

fronts us with how far we may review the congressional decision

MR1IS. COON; I would point out to this Court something

that you said in the South Carolina case -- which dealt with the

15th Amendment rights. That this Court has held that when Congress

has attacked evils which were not included in the 15th Amendent,

that the Curt has held those actal of Congress to be unconstit#--

tional. I think that the same thing applies here in ths* 14 h ;
A
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poeer of acting as to those things whiehir inciua in te 14th

Amendment, then this5 Court -has the power to lay to Co6gress, you

are wrong, you canz5ot create new violations, but on y fashion'

remedies as to those things which are violations.

JUSTICE BRWANb1: I think I can understand this -- if

you had to reach the conclusion that this creates no equal pro-

tection problem at all. That is one thing. But once you start

with a premise, which I thought was the premise of your argument,

that it may be, and that Congress3 has an authority to determine

what , i invidious discrimination, once you get to that, I think it

is another thing.

MRS. CtOON: I think, if Your Honors please, pur ,brief

carries to a very great degree that this is not an equal protection

probLem posed by this situation.

>4-.



REBQITSL ARGUMENT

BY SOLICIT GEE RAL MARSRLL

MR. MARSWmLL: Mr. Chief Justice, may it please the

Court, I feel obliged to point out, as I did in the beginning,

that we are not trying to have the New York literacy test

declared unconstitutional. They still will keep the literacy

test. And 4(e) allows for the exact same test. The only

difference is the language.

Secondly, on the question of the Fourteenth Amendment,

and what Congress was thinking about, in our brief on pages 14

and 15 we point out the sponsors of the bill, Senators Kennedy

and Javits, anid in the House Representatives Ryan and Gilbert,

in which they set forth the same thing we are talking about in

our brief, about the fact that Congress itself sustained the

education in Spanish, sustained it over a period of years, gave

them citizenship, and then brought them over to the mainland

and urged them on.

So Congress did consider the treaty point as well as

the Fourteenth Amendment point.

Secondly, this is not the only provision of the voting

r rights bill on the Fourteenth Amendment. The provision as to

the poll tax, you will remember, was also on the Fourteenth

Amendment.

On the question of the abandonment of English in the



y schools in Puerto R.co -- the Commissioner was appointed by

our government who originally decided that it could not be

done any longer. And so it was actually our government that

took responsibility for it.

I think that the one point that is significant in

the opposition here today is that they make no basis of

justification for the requirement that the literacy test be

held in English. I've heard no argument whatsoever about it,

except the State of New York which says that this will be a

stimulus to get the Puerto Ricans to learn English. That s a

very interesting propose ition - because it would appear to me

that getting the right to vote and being able to participate

in the municipal elections might bring about a little more

employment and a little more schooling and a few other items,

Irm completely at a loss on that.

Finally, to make our position clear, it is our

position that under the Fourteenth Amendment, and despite what

has been said here, tha t the only rights we nave under 'he

Fourteenth Amendment are the civil rights that were recognized

in 1866, is almost unbelievable argument to be made today.

I was also most interested, since some have been delving

into these debates, that the equal protection clause was for the

purpose of protect ting Chinese people in San Francisco -- and I

don't believe I remember a single ote of, the caaes that

interpreted the ?ourteenth amendment ftou s1ugIht#r#hyq# thewb :



Plessy v. Ferguson that have had anything to say about th

Chinese in San Francisco. To the contrary, this court seya over

and over again what the purpose of the equal protection clause

was for - to protect the newly freed slaves.

We say Congress, with its power recognized under

Section 5 of the F 'urteenth Amendment, then drew upon its

knowledge of what had happened as a result of the action of

Congress in regard to Puerto Rico, and realized that there

were over 700,000 American citizens in New York and its viciLnity,

and a large proportion of them unable to speak English, but

literate otherwise, who were being denied the right to vote and

with the least friction against the State fashioned a provision

that would not in an'way injure the State of New York or its

right to require that its voters be literate, and to pass 4(e)

and it to be applied.

I believe that the question of the right of Congress

to legislate in this area has been so often passed upon that

we do not have to worry about that point.

Secondly, that what they did was reasonable, was

required, and therefore that the judgment of the court below

should be reversed --

JUSTICE BRENNAN: Mr. Solicitor General, may I ask you

what I talked with Mrs. Coon about. Insofar as it does at 'a3.,

in the light of the rather skimpy record, Congu999 4# gd1 Rrd

we have behind this -- but insoftz #a 'tbt t###AitNEAN : i #Ef



determination that this works ividious discrimination against

Puerto Ricans in New York, how, far are we precluded by that

congressional determination?

MR. MA _SELL: The real problem is the statements that

came out in the debate which sort of went to the conscience of

Congress. I don 't think they should be completely ignored.

But itis my understanding, under at least two opinions in the

GLueSt case that Section 5 of the Forteenth Amendmxent gives

Congress sufficient authorization to find what they themselves

determined to be a violation of the' first section.

JUSTICE BRENNAN: And is it your point that once that

determination is made that is it?,

MR MARSELLz No, sir. I don't take that position at

all. I think this Court eventually passes upon the authority

of Congress to act,

JUSTICE~ WHITE: For example, I suppose if Congress

said we are here enforcing the equal protection clause and we

decre , that no State may impose any age qualifications on voting --

that is an invidious discrimination between the old and the

young.

MR. MARSHALL: Well, I think then you would have to

find out as to whether or not it was, But the ultimate

authority on the constitutionlality of an Act of Congress,

as faw back as Chief Justice Marshall, is i thts conu t Ate

court has to pass on the constitutionality. And s

,



fact, Congress recognized that when they made the epecific

provision for the thrre-judge court to try originally the

constitutionality of this bill,

JUSTICE WHITE: On what cases has this court ever said

to Congress -- this law is invalic because your determinatio)n of

what amounts to a vio1ntion of the equal protection clause is

not valid. The civil rights cases I suppose are close o it.

MR. MARS1mLL: The civil rights cases went off a little

on a tangent.

JUSTICE WHITE: Another aspect. But generally it was

of that type.

MR. MARS"hXLL: No, sir, I don't know of one. i am

not saying there aren t any.

JUSTICE L "ACK: - Is the government raising any contention

of any kind on the Fifteenth Amendment?

MR. MARSEILL: No, sir - Fourteenth Amendment and the

treaty clause.

JUSTICE BLACK: It is not an invasiOn - it is iot

discrimination on account of color.

MR. MARS!LL: No, sir. The provision itself is in

the early part of our brief. The Congress hereby declare. tiat

to secure the rights under the Fourteenth Amendment ..- it says

nothing about race at all.

JUSTICE BLACK: Is there anyth.tng - in V a

which it could be inferred that this wa 'don iw
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against people on account. of theix color?

MR. MARSHfLL: No, sir, not on the basis of their

color. And although the figures were cited by Mars. Coon about

some percentage of Puerto Rican that come to New York are white,

I understood that every Puerto Rican was white -- there is Ro

difference as to my understanding

JUSTICE STEWART: I' suppose there must be some Negroes

over there.

MR. MARSALL: They are not classified as Negroes,

They just don't recognize them, color, as a basis of distinction.

JUSTICE STEWART: Is anybody there Asiatic?

MR. MARSHAL:. I should assume so.

JUSTICE STEWART: I would, too. And they would be of

the yellow race.

MR MARS ALL: I just say, Mr. Justice Stewart, on

the record they tell you "I 'm either American or Puerto Rican,

but don't call me ai Negro' t .

JUSTIC E STEWART: We l that might be true. In fact

I suppose there may be some American Indians over there ~~

MR. MARSELL . I wouldn q t doubt it.

JUSTICE STEWART: -- and they may as a matter of

practice irn their mores say, "lDont call me an Aerican Indian -

I'm a Puerto Rican"

MR. M4ARWSHLL: Well, thah's possible.

The other point K would ik e to aske, L 4_

i



Court, on the q..stion of the e, ;t,

the test in the Army -- the Attorney General of Puerto Rico

advises me that they take the Spanish test, and then they take

the English test. But if they fail the English test, they are

not discarded -- they are put in a special. classification, holety

on the grounds that they can speak Spanish only.

JUSTICE \BREN1AN: But they are inducted.

MR. NAllSIRL: Yes, they are indtiucted.

JUSTICE STWPART: I didn't understand that last point.

MR. IARSIELL: They are inducted.

JUSTICE STEWART: Into the Army.

MR4 M'2ARSWL: Yes, sir, under a special clavsifica-

tion.

(Whereupon, at 2;5 o'clock p. m., the Argwument in

the above-entitied case was concluded.)

i
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